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Northwestern Minnesota is an area at the southwestern edge of 
the Canadian Shield that is mantled by thick Ple:istocene sediment. The 
Pleistocene material.included a variety of glacial, shoreline, offshore, 
fluvial, and eolian sediment. 
The lithology of the glacial sediment reflects the rock and 
sediment over wh:ich the depositing glacier flo·wed. Glac:Lers that 
advanced from the northeast (Canadian Shield) deposited sandy, 
granitic-ri.ch mate.rial. Glaciers that advanced from the north· 
(Manitoba Lowland) deposited loamy, calcareous-rich '.'lllaterial. Gla-
ciers that advanced from the northwest_(eastern North Dakota a~d 
southwestern Manitobal daposi.ted clayey, shale-ridt mate.rial. A 
variety of fluvial and lacustrine sediments are typically inter-
bedded with the glacial sediment. 
On the basis of the geomorphology and topography, the south-
ern part of the Grand Forks and Bemidji Quadrang1es (scale 1:250,000) 
can be divided into the Lake-Plain Province, the Shore.line-Complex 
Province, the Glacial-Upland Province, and the Outwash Province. The 
Lake-Plain Province in the western part of the study area is a rather 
flat, featureless plain that is largely underlain by laminated silt 
and clay. The surficial sediments of the Shbreline-Complex Province 
(located just east of the Lake~Plai.n ~rovince} contains largely sand 
and gravel that was deposited as shoreline sediment of glacial Lake. 
xii 
Agassiz. Differences in topography, relief, and glacial geomorphic 
features are the. basis for a fourfold subdivision of the Glacial-
Upland Province. Many of the larger lakes are situated either in 
meltwate.r channels or on outwash plains of the Outwash Province. 
Four units thought to be older th.an late Wi.scons£nan (.greater 
than 25 000 B.P.) are present i.n the study area. The first late Wis-
consinan ice advance entered the reg£on from the northeast. Before 
this northeastern i.ce had completely melted away a second glacier 
from the northwest entered the region. The advance of this second 
glacier appears to have occurred about 22 000 B.P. The ice from the 
northwestern glaci_e.r melted from the area at about 14 000 B.P. Lakes 
began to form in low areas as water was dammed against the retreating 
ice front. The largest lake, Lake Agassiz, appears to have been in 
existence by 13 500 B.P. By about 9 500 B.P. Lake Agassiz drained 
for the final time as lower outlets to the east and north were opened. 
Between 13 500 :S.P. and 9 500 B.P. the lake level changed several 
times due to the lowering of the southern and northern outlets and 




Northwestern Minnesota is an area at the southwestern edge of 
the Canadian Shield that is mantled by thick Pleistocene sediment. 
The Pleistocene material includes a variety of glacial, shoreline, 
offshore~ fluvial, and eolian sediments deposted during several gla-
cial and interglacial intervals. This report summarizes a 2-year 
study of the Pleistocene geology of the southern part of the United 
States Geological Suryey Bemidji Quadrangle. (scale 1: 250,000) and the 
southeast quarter of the. Grand .Forks Quadrangle (Figure 1). 
Area of Study 
The mapped area (Plate 1) includes all or parts of eight coun-
ties. This area is about 55 k.ilometres wide and 178 kilometres long. 
Three vegetational formations are present in·the ar~a: prairie 
on the west, deciduous forest, and conifer-hardwood forest on the east 
(Plate 2). The factors that determine the location of transitions 
between the vegetational formations are steep climatic gradients, 
topography, soils, and fire factors (McAndrews, 1966) .. 
In general, the temperature of the southwestern part is cooler 
than that of the northeastern part (Plate 2)~ The precipitation is 
least in the southwestern part and greatest in the southeastern part 
(Plate 2). · 
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The three major soil orders in the area are mollisols (occupy-
ing the western half of the area), alfisols (occupying part of the 
eastern half of the area), and entisols (occupying the rest of the 
eastern half of the area). 
Methods of Study 
Topographic maps, air photos> soil maps, and Minnesota State 
Highway Department county maps (scale 1:125,000) were used as base 
maps. Topographic information for the entire area is available on 
the Grand Forks and Bemidji Quadrangle Sh~ets of the United States 
Geological Survey (contour interval 50 feet with s~pplementary con-
tours at 25 feet). Additional topographic information for part of 
the area was obtained from maps of the 7.5-minute series (contour 
interval 10 feet) from 47°00' to 47°30' and 95°15 1 to 96°52.5 1 and 
from 47°15' to 47°30.' and 94°45' to 95°00'. Aerial photographs at 
a scale 1:63,360 were used for an area from Townships 141 to 146 
North and Ranges 43 to 49 West, and aerial photographs at a scale 
1:84,480 were used for an area. between Townships 141 to 146 North 
and Ranges 30 to 42 West. 
Preliminary maps made from aerial photographs and soil w~ps 
were field checked during the su.'lUners of 1973 and 1974. Some. t..tork 
carried on into the fall of 1974. Samples were collected from out-
crops and by auge.ring wi.th a 1. 5-metre hand auger, an 18-metre auger 
mounted on the North Dakota Geological Survey truck, and a 46-metre 
contracted power auger. The surface map reflects data collected by 
the first two ways, whereas lithostratigraphic information was 
obtained using the last two ways. 
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The proportion of sand, silt, and clay was determined for 
nearly e.very sample. The proportion of igneous and metamorphic 
sand , carbonate sand grains, and shale sand grains in the 
very coarse sand fraction of the matri:,; was determined for nearly 
every pebble-loam sample. 
PREGLACIAL SETTING 
Sub-Pleistocene Topography 
The topography of the sub-Pleistocene surface is shown on 
Figure 2. The sub-Pleistocene topographic surface. is dominated by 
a major northward trending drainage network. Although glaciers and 
rivers eroded the surface during the Pleistocene, this map (:Figure 2) 
probably represents the general pattern of the preglacial landscape. 
Sub-Pleistocene Geology 
The geology of the sub-Pleistocene surf ace is sho,,m on 
Figure 3. 
Igneous and metamorphic rocks of the Canadian Shi.eld underlie 
the northeastern part of th.e area. Paleozoi.c and Mesozoic sedimentary 
rock that dip toward th.a wast off of the Midcontinental Structural 
High underli.e the rest of the area. 
Limestone and dolomite of Ordovician, Silurian, and Devonian 
age dominate the Paleozoic section •. A succession of interbedded lime-
stone, evaporites, shale, siltstone, and sandstone of Jurassic age and 
sand and inte.rbedded silt, clay, and sand of lower Cretaceous age 
uncomformably overlies the Paleozoic rock. A thick succession of 
marine shale overlies the basal Cretaceous rock in the w·estern part 
of the are.a. Farther to the west in central and western North Dakota 
and Manitoba silt, clay, sand, and lignite of upper Cretaceous and 




Fi.g. 2. Topographi,c ;Map of the. Inferred Pre-Pleistocene 
Landscape in Northern Minnesota, Eastern North Dakota, and South-
ern Mani.toba. Jhe map was compile.cl from Moran and others (in 


































Fig. 3. Suh-Pleistocene Geology in Northern Minnesota, 
Eastern North Dakota, Southern Manitoba~ and Southern Ontario. 
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Ten lithostratigrapI,..ic units are presently recognized in the. 
study area (Table 1). All of the lithostratigraphic units on Table 1 
except unit 1, unit 2, and tfie Argusville. Formation were first named 
and described by Harris, Moran, and Clayton (1974). The. stratigraphic 
framework for the. area is shown on Plate 3. At the surface are the 
lower and upper units of the Red Lake. Falls· Formation, the. Huot For-
mation, and the. She.rack Formation (Plate 1). 
The term "pebble.-loamtt will be. used throughout this report to 
refer ·to the homogeneous sediment of mixed sizes (boulders to clay). 
The term 11pebble.-loam" is preferred over "till" because. 11pebble-1oa"1:!11 
is a descri.ptive. term, whereas "till!! is both a descriptive and gene-
tic te.r:m. 
The two quantitative. :methods used to analyze. the pebble-loam 
are grain-size analysis and petrology of the very-coarse sand fraction. 
The grain size of the matrix of the pebble-loam is eA1)ressed as a per-
centage. The sum of sand (2.0 mm to 0.0625 mm), silt (0.0625 mm)·to 
0. 0039 mm) , and clay (less than O. 0039 mm) i.s equal to 1001;. The 
petrology of the very-coarse sand fraction (2.0 mm to 1.0 nnn} is 
expressed as a percentage. The sum of the i.gneous and metamorphic 
grai.ns~ carbonate (limestone and dolomite) grains, and shale grains 
is equal to 100%. Although there were grains of other lithologic 
11 
'I'.Al3LE 1 
STRATIGRAPHIC COLUMN FOR TUE SOUTHERi.~ PART OF THE BEMIDJI QUADRANGLE 
AND THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF 'rHE GRAND FORKS QUADRANGLE 
Age 
Wisconsinan and Holocene 
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types present, the quantities were generally small and are not includ2d 
in the data summary. 
Unit 1 
Unit 1 is the oldest recognized Pleistocene unit ih the area. 
Unit 1 is made up of peoble.-loam. The grain-size composition of the 
matrix of the pebble-loam averages 17% sand, 46% silt, and 36% clay 
(Table 2). The petrology of the very-coarse sand fraction of the 
pebble-loam averages 61% igneous and metamorphic sand grains·, 39% 
carbonate sand grains, and less than 1% shale. sand grains Crable 2). 
The bottom 2 metres of test hole N-1916 is the only place where 
Unit 1 was found (Plate 3). For a complete description and log of test 
holes N-1915 to N-1918, N-2472, and N-2475, see Harris (1975). Minor 
differences between the averages compiled by Harris and.those given i.n 
this report are due to the d:i.fferences :tn the ni.tmoer of samples included 
in the. averages. I am more apt to ignore a sample taken near the con-
tact between tw'O units rather than try to determine which unit i3 is 
more nearly like and then averaging it with that unit. The samples 
that I used in averaging the data are in Appendix B. 
Uni.t 1 (_or possibly Unit 2) may correlate with the "unleacl'ted 
ti.llu (Wright, 1962) in the Wadena drumlin field south. of the Bemidji 
Quadrangle (Table 3). Of 100 stones collected by Wright (1962 ~ p. 87) 
in the drumlin field, 45 were carbonat.e and chert,. which is nearly the 
same amount of carbonate in the very-coarse-sand fraction of t:he mat-· 
ri.x of the pebble-loam of Unit 1. 
Unit 1 may correlate wi.th the "Granite Falls Till" (Hatsch, 
1972) in southwestern Minnesota. The very-coarse sand. in the mat:dx 
±~..11>'.'l.'~---.~..a •M(')W'.1i·t•J1'..\,;J~j,i;~, 
TABLE 2 
PETROLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF THE PEBBLE-LOAM IN TESTHOLES N-19 TO N-1918, N-2472, AND N-2475 
--
Grain Size Coarse-Sand Petrology 
Lithostratigraph.ic Unit Characteristic Sand Silt I/M Carbonate Shale 
Upper Unit of the Red Le.ke Mean 28 45 27 60 27 13 
Standard 
Deviation 9.0 9.0 6.8 10.2 9.8 4.4 
Lower Unit of the Red Lake Mean 45 39 16 82 17 1 
Standard 
Deviation 13.3 10.6 5.8 7.0 6.6 1. 5 
• 
St. Hilaire Formation Mean 27 41 32 43 27 29 
Standard 
Deviation 9.2 9.1 9.0 10.3 4.0 12.2 
Marcoux Formation Mean 47 -31 22 85 13 1 
Standard 
Deviation 14.7 11.0 6.5 6.4 3.5 3.3 
Unit 2 Mean 37 34 29 69 28 3 
Standard 
Deviation 3.8 4.7 5.3 3.8 3.0 3.0 
Unit 1 Mean 17 l16 36 61 39 1 
Standard 
Deviation 4.7 3.9 1.3 7.0 6.5 0.6 
TABLE 3 
CORRELATION OF LITROSTRATIGRAPHIC UNITS PRESENT IN THE SUBSURFACE STUDY AREA WITH 
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of the Granite Falls Till contains 1% to 5% shale and about equal 
amounts of carbonate and granitic rock (Matsch, 1972). 
Unit 1 may correlate with the Cando Formation (Hobbs, in prep-
aration) in eastern North Dakota. The. ba2r1s for th.is correlation is 
position. The Cando Formation in eastern North Dakota is the. second 
unit below the Vang Formation (Hobbs> in preparation), which is corre-
lative to the :Marcoux Formation. Because th.e very-coars.e-sand fraction 
-of the pebble-loam of the Cando Formation averages 24% igneous and meta-
morphic, 18% carbonate, and 58% shale (Robbs, personal communication), 
a correlation of the Cando Formation with Unit 1 based upon very-coarse.-
sand lithology is quite tenuous. 
Ttle large number of carbonate sand grains (39%) , small number 
of shale sand grains 0.e.ss than 1%), and silt content indicate that 
the source area of the sediment that the glacier deposited was fror.t 
the north to northwest (Paleozoic outcrops in the Mani.to'ba Plain). 
The age of Uni.t 1 is not known but its position indicates that 
it may be pre-Wisconsinan. 
Unit 2 
Unit 2 overlies Unlt 1. The Marcoux Formation overlies Unit 2. 
Unit 2 i.s made up of pebble-loam. The grain-size analysis of the mat-
rix of the pebble-loam averages 37% sand, 34% silt, and 29% clay 
(Table 2). The yery-coarse-sand fraction of the pebble-loam aver-
ages 69% igneous and metamorphic:. rock, 28% carbonate, and 3;; shale 
(Table. 2). 
Uni.t 2 is only found above. unit 1 in testhole N-1916, in the 
bottom 8 metres of testhole N-1915> .and .in the bottom·1 metre of test-
hole N-1918 (Plate 3). 
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No unit to the south of the Bemidji Quadrangle and in south-
western Minnesota is presently correlative to Unit 2. The amount of 
carbonate very-coarse-sand grains in the matrix of the pebble-loam of 
Unit 2 :ts 19% less than in the "unleached till" (Wright, 1962) in the 
Wadena drumlin field and about 20% less than in the Granite Falls Till 
in southwestern Minnesota. 
Unit 2 correlates with the. Tiber Formation (Hoflbs, in prepara-
, 
tion) in northeastern North Dakota (Table 3). The basis for this cor-
relation is stratigraphic position and to a lesser degree--number of 
carbonate sand grains. The very-coarse-sand fraction of the pebble-
loam of the Tiber :Formation averages about 20J~ igneous and metamor-
phic rock, 25% carbonate, and 55% shale (Hobbs, personal communication). 
The number of carbonate. grains in Tinit 2 and the Tiber Formation is 
about th_e. same- (28% yersus 25%). Th.e amount of very-coarse 
shale sand in tne Tiber Fonnation is due to tne locati.on of shale in 
the Cretaceous formations in northeastern North Dakota. Typically 
correlative units decrease in shale eastwa~d from the subcrop of 
the Cretaceous formations in eastern North Dakota (Plate 3). 
The. abundance of carbonate very-coarse sand (28%) and small 
amount of shale. very-coarse sand (3%) indicate that the source area 
of sediment that the glacier deposited was to the north. or north-
west (Paleozoic outcrops in the Manitoba Plain). Unit 2 is sandier 
than Unit 1 (37% versus 17%}. The greater amount of· sand in Unit 2 
could be due to a source area slightly more. to the east on the 
Canadian Shield, erosion of older sand and. gravel, or a combination 
of the two. 
18 
The age of Unit 2 is unknown but its stratigraphic position 
indicates that it may be pre-Wisconsinan. 
Marcoux Formation 
The Marcou.-v:: Formation is a widespread unit in north1;.iestern 
Minnesota. It overlies Unit 2 in the study area and overlies the 
Gervais Formation (Uarris, Moran, and Clayton, 1974) in the Red Lake 
River trench north of the st1;1dy area. The Marcoux Formation is mostly 
light gray, very hard, sandy pebble-loam that contains a large amount 
of igneous and .metaniorphic sand and a very small amount of shale sand 
(Table 2). Gravel, sand, and silt occur at the bottom, with.in, and on 
the top of the Marcoux Formation (Appendix B). 
The Marcoux Fonnation was found in testholes N-1917 and N-1915 
(J>late 3). Que.sti.onable occurrences of this formation at the. surface 
were found in a few scattered places (Appendix A). 
In the eastern 3/5 of the map area, the Mar:coux Formation is 
petrologically similar to the lower unit of the Red Lake Falls :Forma-
tion (compare Table 2 with Plate 4). Where the llarcoux Formation and 
the lower unit of the Red Lake Falls :Formati.on are present in the east-
ern 3/5 of the. map area, the Marcoux .Formation contains more sand and 
more igneous: and metamorphic sand than the lower unit of the Red Lake 
Falls Formati.on (Appendix B) • 
In the western 2/5 of the 1nap area, the Marcoux 'Formation con-
. . ' 
tains much more sand (10% and more) and much more igneous and metamor-
phi..c very-coarse sand (.20% and more) than the lower unit of the Red 
Lake Falls Formation (compare Table 2 with Plate 4). 
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The Marcoux Formation may correlate with the 11sand blanket" 
(Wright> 1972b, p. 527) that covers the drumlins south of the Bemidji 
Quadrangle. 
The }f_.arcoux Formation is correlated with the Vang Formation 
(Hobbs, in preparation) in eastern North Dakota (Plate 3). The Vang 
Formation contains less sand (from 10% to 20%), less igneous and meta-
morphic very-coarse sand (from 20% to 30%0, and more shale very-coarse 
, 
sand (30% and more.) than the .Marcoux Formation (Hobbs, in preparation). 
The petrological differences between the two formations are due to dit-
ferences in the sub-Pleistocene formations over \vhi_cn the glacier moved 
(Figure 3). 
The large amounts of igneous and metamorphic very-coarse sand 
and sand in the pebble-loam of the Marcoux Formation indicate. that the 
source area was to the northeast (Canadian Shield). 
The age of the ~farcoux Formation is unknown 'But its strati-
graphic position indicate.s that it may be pre-\.fisconsinan. 
St. Hilaire. Formation 
The St. Hilaicre Formation overlies the Marcoux 7-ormation. The 
St. Hilaire Formation is mostly very dark gray, shale-ridi peoble-loam 
(Table 2). Li.gnite fragments are abundant in the formation. Sand and 
gravel of the lower unit of the Red Lake Falls Formation which contains 
abundant lignite fragments in places~ overlie the St. Hilaire Formation 
in testholes N-1918 and N-1917 (Appendix B). The large amount of shale 
is characteristic of the, St. Hilaire Formation. 
Tiie eastern e-'.J{tent of the St. Hilaire Formation is unknown. 
Harris (1975) suggests that the shaly glacial sediment exposed at the 
20 
surface in the northeastern part of the study area (Plate 4) is corre-
lative to the St. Hilaire Formation. I suggest that the shaly glacial 
sediment in testhole N~l915 (14% shale sand grains in the pebble-loam) 
and in the northeastern part of the study area is correlative to the 
upper unit of the Red Lake Falls Formation. The morphology of the 
surface of the shale-bearing glacial sediment in the central and north-
eastern part of tlie study area suggests deposition from the Late Wis-
consinan advance, which. is more correlative to the upper uni.t of the 
Red Lake Falls Formation. More drilling needs to be done to resolve 
th.is correlation problem. 
Problems result in correlati..ng tlie St. Hilaire 'Formation into 
southwestern Minnesota. The New Ulm Till (Matscli, 1972) is the only 
unit that contains large amounts of shale fragments. :t>fatsch considers 
New Ulm Till to be the surface unit of the '.Des Moines lobe (the axis 
of the lobe is tlie Red River-Minnesota River and extends south near 
the vicinity of Des Moines, Iowa). As will be discussed more fully 
below 3 the New Ulm Till is correlative to tlie upper unit of the Red 
Lake Falls Formation. The four possibi.lities that must be considered 
in correlating the St. Hilaire Formation into southwestern Minnesota 
are (1) no unit exists in southwestern Mi.nnesota (the glacier that 
deposited the St. Hilaire Formation did not extend that far south), 
(2) a facies change (the St. Hilaire Formation is laterally equivalent 
to the Granite Falls Formation--a possibility I consider unlikely), 
(3) the St. Hilaire Formation is correlative to the Ne'W Ulm Till, or 
(4) the New Ulm Till :Ls actually composed of two or three shale-rich 
glacial units. Matsch (1972) does mention an 11extra-morainic11 shale-
bearing till (15% to 20% shale sand grains in the pebble-loam) that 
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tends to be more silty than the till in the Bemis moraine (the moraine 
that has been interpreted as marking the southwest edge of the Late 
Wisconsinan Des Moines lobe). On the extra-morainic till is a pavement 
of wind-cut stones and loessi neither of which extends across the 
moraine (Matsch., 1972), At le.ast part of the 11extra-.morainic11 shale-
bearing till is Tazewell (pos.t 20 000 E. P, l hut some may be older. 
Hatsch (1972) recognizes the shale-bearing glaci.al sediment as an 
extra-norainic position of the Des Moines lobe during its general 
main-Wisconsinan acti.vity. Moran and others (in press) suggest that 
the St. Hilaire is correlative to the. lower part of the New 1Jlm Till. 
The St. Hilai.re Formation correlates with. the Gardar Formation 
(Salomon, 1975, pp. 47-49) in northeastern North Dakota. The large 
amount of shale sand in the pebble-loam of the Gardar Formation (over 
60%) reflects the nearness of the Cretaceous shale outcrops in the 
area (Figure 3). 
The large amount of shale. sand in the pebble-loam of the St. 
Hilaire Formation indicates that the. source area was· to the northtrest 
(Cretaceous shale outcrops in eastern 'North Dakot~ and Manitoba). 
The age of the St. Hilaire Formation is unknown. Moran and 
others (in press) suggest that the St. Hilaire Formation is early 
Wisconsinan in age. 
Lower Unit of the Red Lake Falls Formation 
The lower unit of the Red Lake Falls Formati.on overlies the St. 
Hilaire Formation. The upper unit of the Red Lake Falls Formation over-
lies the lower unit. The lower unit is mostly light yellow brown to 
light gray, sandy, silty pebble-loam that contains more igneous and 
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metamorphic sand and less shale sand than the upper unit of the Red 
Lake Falls Formation (Table 2 and Plate 4). The lower unit generally 
has columnar jointing. Gravel, sand, and silt commonly occur at the 
bottom, within, and on top of the lower unit of the Red Lake Falls 
Formation (Plate 3 and Appendix B). 
In the eastern part of the area where the lower unit of the 
Red Lake Falls Formation is at th~ surface, th.e lower unit is petro-
-
logically similar to the Marcoux Formation. This petrological simi-
larity betwe.en the two units was the reason Harris (1975) correlated 
the Marcoux Formation w:tth the uppermost lithostrati.graphic unit in 
this area. Where the lower unit and the Marcoux Formation are present 
in one site (as at N-1915) the pebble-loam of the lower unit contains 
less sand and igneous and metamorphic sand than the Marcoux Formation 
(Appendix B). The data contour map shows a systematic increase in 
sand and igneous and metamorphic sand grains in the pebble-loam of the 
lower unit of the Red Lake Falls Fonnation to the east (Plate 4, Panel 1). 
I suggest th.e lower unit of the Red Lake Falls Formation is cor-
relative with glacial sediment of the St. Croix Moraine (Tabl~ 3). 
Morphology forms the basis for this correlation. Wright, Matsch> and 
Cushing (1973) say that the St. Croix Moraine forms an interlobate 
junction with the Itasca Moraine southeast of the study area. The 
Itasca Moraine is formed of sediment from the lower unit of the Red 
Lake Falls Formation. 
No unit is correlative wi.th the lower unit of the Red Lake Falls 
Formation in northeastern. North Dakota and in southwestern Minn~sota. 
The lm,ter unit of the Red Lake Falls '.Formation may be correla-
tive to the "bouldery till" (Winter, Cotter, and Young, 1973) in 
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northeastern Minnesota. The pebbles in the 11bouldery till" contain 
about 99% igneous and metamorphic types, 1% shale, and 0% carbonate 
(Winter, Cotter, and Young, 1973). The r:bouldery till 11 is underlain 
by a basal ti.11 and is overlain by two tills that are thought to have 
been deposited contemporaneously. 
The large amount of igneous and metamorphic sand and sand in 
the pebble..-loam of the lower unit of the. Red Lake Falls Formation 
indicates that the source ar~a was to the northeast (Canadian Shield). 
No radiocarbon dates are available to date the advance of this 
glacier but i.t is assumed to be :Ln the interval from 25 000 to 20 000 
B.P. G,"1oran and others, in press). 
Upper Unit of the Red Lake Falls Formation 
The upper unit of the Red Lake Falls Formation overlies the 
lower unit of the Red Lake Falls Formation. The upper unit is mostly 
light yellow to light gray, silty pebble-loam that contains more shale 
sand grains than the lower unit of the Red Lake :Falls Formation 
(Table 2). The upper unit may have columnar jointing. Gravel, sand, 
silt) and clay corr.r1only occur at the bottom, within,· and on top of the 
upper unit (Plate. 3 and Appendix B). 
The percentage of sand and shale sand grains in peoble-loam of 
the upper unit is shown on Plate 4 (Panel 2). The extremely high shale 
content in th.e pebble-loam (over 60%) in some areas in the east (Appen-
dix A and Plate 4, Panel 2) are probably a local phenomenon reflecting 
either a large a.mount of shale. in the local sub-Pleistocene formations 
or boulders of shale that were transported more or less intact and have 
undergone mechanical di_sintegration. 
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The upper unit of the Red La~e Falls Formation is correlative 
with units deposited by the Des Moines lobe and its sublobes (St. Louis 
sublobe in northern Minnesota and Grantsburg sublobe in east-central 
Minnesota, Wright and others, 1973). 
The upper unit of the Red Lake. Falls Fot1::1.ation is correlative 
with tI-i_e upper part or perhaps all of the NeW' Ulm Till in south.western 
Minnesota. Matsch (1972) correlates the New Ulm Till into north-
central Iowa.. 
The upper unit of the Red Lake Falls Formation is correlative 
with the upper two sur;ficial tills in the :Mesabi-Vermillion Iron Range 
area of northe.astern Minnesota (Table 3). Winter> Cotter, and Young 
(1973) have described a brown, silty till and a red, clayey till. The 
pebble lithology in the. brmm, silty till averages 16% shale and 7% 
carbonate, and.some has extremely high shale values (up to 71%). The 
petrology of the. pebble-loam of the brown, silty ti.11 is similar to 
that of the upper unit of the Red Lake Falls Fo:nr.ation, The other 
till (red, clayey till) is interpreted to have been deposited conte.m,-
poraneously with the brown, silty till (Winter, Cotter, and Young, 
1973). The re.d clayey till owes its petrological characteristics to 
erosion of pre-existing red lake clays. 
The upper unit of the Red Lake Falls For:nation is correlative. 
with the Dahlen Formation (Salomon, 1975) in northeastern North Dakota 
(Table 3). The Dahlen Formation contains more shale in the. pebble-lea.in 
than th.e upper unit (Appendix B and Hobbs, :in preparation) but the 
greater amount of shale reflects the nearness of the Cretaceous shale. 
formations in northeastern North Dakota {Figure 3). The Dahlen 
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fo·rmation is the surface till over nearly all of the Drift Prairie of 
northeastern North Dakota (Moran and others, ln press). 
The amount of shale. very-coarse sand in t!1e pebble-loam (over 
10%) and the surface orientation of the drumlins and washbo:wd moraines 
(discussed below and depicted on Plate~ indicate that the source area 
was to the north.west. 
Only a few radiocarbon dates are available, Iiut the advance of 
the ice that deposited the upper unit of the Red Lake Falls Formation 
appears to have occurred about 22 000 ::3.P. (Moran and others, in press). 
It reached northwestern Iowa about 20 000 B.P. (Ruhe, 1969) to deposit 
tlie Tazewell drift (shale-bearing till that· ·lies outside the Bemis· 
moraine). li{o evidence. has been found in t.he study area to indicate 
the extent of retreat following this advance·or the position of the 
readvance that to Cary drift (correlative. to the New Uha 
Till by Mats ch, 1972) in Iowa at about 14 000 B. P. (Ruhe, 1969). 
Dates of 13 000 B.P. near the Minnesota/Iowa border and 12 650 B.P. 
near Madelia. :Hinnesota, are minimum dates on the Ne,,r Ulm Till. 
Post advance in North Dakota are several thousand yea.rs younger 
(Harris and others, 1974). 
Argusville Formation 
l'he. Argusville Formation ·(Arndt, personal cormnt1nication, Hay, 
~975) consists mostly of massive to thinly laminated and silty 
clay (Arndt, in preparation). This uni.t was not observed in outc3:op 
in the study area. More than 15 m of this fonnation was dri.ll~d in. 
highway bore hole N-380 (Plate. 3). The Argusville Formation is chron-
ologically equivalent to four formations north of the study area the 
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Brenna, the Falconer, the Huot, and the Wylie Formations (Arndt, per-
sonal communication, ~.ay, 1975). The Argusville Formation consists 
mostly of sediment deposited offshore during an early phase of Lake 
Agassiz. 
Ruot Formati.on 
The Huot Formation i.s mostly pebbly clay. On the. basis of 
three samples in th.e study- area, the. sediment of thee Huot Formation 
is 3% sand, 11% silt~ and 87% clay (Appendix B). The very-coarse. 
sand in the pebbly clay contains 65% igneous and metamorphic sand 
grains,· 34% carBonate sand grains, and less than 1% shale sand grains. 
The Huot Formation is laterally and chronologically equival~nt 
to the Falconer Formation north of the study area (Table 31. Harris 
and others (1974) suggest a minimum age of 13 000 or 12 800 B.P. for 
deposition of the formation. 
The Huot :Formation i.s the surface unit in the northwestern 
part of the study area (:Plate 1). The grain size. and sand-grain 
lithology indicate. that the glacier that deposited thi.s formation 
moved south do·wn the. Red Ri..ve.r Valley 1 incorporating pre-existing 
lacustrine sediments. 
Poplar River Formation 
The Poplar River Fonnation consists largely of fine to coarse-
grained sand with minor amounts of gravel. No outcrop exposures of 
this unit were found in the study area. The Sherack Formation (dis-
cussed below} covers the Poplar River Formation in the study area. 
Harris, Moran, and Clayton (1974, p. 24) have mapped the distribution 
of the Poplar River Formation ip. the Red River Valley. T did not map 
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the distributi.on of the Poplar River Formation. In the study area this 
unit roughly parallels the present-day Red and Wild Rice Rivers. Where 
overlain by the. Sherack Formation, the Poplar River Formation appears 
on air photos as a linear to sinuous, smooth-textured band surrounded 
by a mottled surface (Figure 4). 
This sand is fluvial-channe.1 sediment and near-channel overbank 
sediment. It was deposited on top of the Argusville Fonnation between 
11 000 and 9 900 B.P. during a low-water phase of Lake. Agassiz (Harris, 
Moran, and Clayton, 1974). 
She.rack Formation 
The She.rack Formation consists: of laminate.cl clay, silty clay, 
clayey silt, silt, and minor amounts of sand. A contour map of the 
clay content of near-surface samples shows a large amount 0£ clay in 
the west and north with a progressive decrease in clay towards the 
east where the Sherack Formation terminates (Plate 4, Panel 3). 
Numerous good e.xposu:re.s of the Shera.ck :Formation are found near 
rivers, streams, and ditches in the western part of the study area. 
In highway borehole N-380 the Shera.ck Formation was more than 6 m 
thick. In general, the She.rack Fo::::mation thickens toward the Red 
River and also toward the north. The Sherack Formation consists 
mostly of sedL~ent deposited offshore in Lake Agassiz from about 
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This section will be a discussion of topography, geomorphology, 
and general field geology as observed on topographic maps, air photos, 
and in the field. Features that dominate or are unique to an area form 
the basis for a division of ;he study area into four main provinces--
the Lake-Plain Province., the Shoreline-Complex Province, the Glacial-
Upland Province, and the Outwash Province (:Figure 5). 
Lake-Plain Province 
The Lake-Plain Province is about a seventh of the total study 
area. The lowest elevation (251 metres or 824 feet)_ in the study area 
is in the Lake-Plain Province along the Red River in E>.xtreme northwest 
Norman County. The. Lake-Plaii."1. Province is a rather flat, feature.less 
plain that is largely underlain by laminated silt and clay (Plate 3). 
Some of the features present on the Lake-Plain Province are compaction 
, minor ridges, intersecting lineations, and stream channels. 
Compaction Ridgas 
Two compaction ridges are on Figure 4. On air photos compaction 
ridges have a lighter color than the surrounding surface. Compaction 
ridges in places are as much as 800 metres -wide and extend acro&s the 
entire width of the study area (such as the one that is a.bout 2 kilo-
metres east of Shelly, 3 kilometres east of Halstad, and parallels the 
Re.d River). Another compaction ridge is just east of Halstad> .parallels 
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Fig. 5. Location of th~ Provinces·and Sub-Provinces. 
1. the Lake-Plain Province 
2, the Shoreline-Complex Province 
3. the Outwash Province 
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highway 75, and ter.ninates in the Marsh River south of Shelly. Moran 
(Harris and others, 1974) has :mapped the distribution compaction ridges 
throughout the Red River Valley. Compaction ridges can also ·be traced 
on 7.5 minute topographic sheets. The ridge generally is not much more 
than 1 metre above the surrounding plain. Compaction ridges are thought 
to be formed by fluvial bedload sediment that was deposited during a low-
water phase of Lake Agassiz and then covered by the Sherack Formation 
during a high-water phase of Lake Agassiz. The compaction ridges have 
relief because clayey and silty sediments of the surrounding Formations 
(Argusville, Huot, and She.rack) compacted more than the sandy sediments 
th.at core the ridge. The sandy sediment in the compaction ridges is 
included in the Poplar River Formation. 
Minor Ridges 
Minor ridges may be seen on :Figure 4. The. most common type of· 
minor ridge in the study a.re.a is the 11cellulur as described by 
Horberg (1951). The relief of the cellular ridges rarely e.xceed3 
1 metre. The cellular ridges are best developed on silty clay a.ttd 
clayey silt and tend to disappear over compaction ridges. At sane 
places the. cellular ridges have weak northwest to southe.ast align::n~nt. 
Horberg (1951) interpreted the minor ridges to have formed by peri-
glacial processes. No cross sections through these cellular ridges 
were observed that would either confirm or deny that interpretation. 
Intersecting Lineations 
At some places intersecting lineations are seen on air photos 
of the Lake-Plain Province. These low-relief ridges and grooves are 
not as common as the cellular ridges described above. Where present, 
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the lineations have a northwest to southeast orientation. The linea-
tions are described by Horberg (1951). The lineations probably formed 
by ice dragging on the shallow bottom of Lake Agassiz (Clayton and 
others, 1965). Perhaps some combinations of ice drag and periglacial 
processes formed the cellular ridges described above. 
Other Features 
The Sherack and the Huot Formations are the surface units in 
the Lake-Plain Province (Plate 1). The Huot Formation was distinguished 
from the Sherack Formation by topography, lithology, and stratigraphic 
posi.tion. On air photos the Huot Formation has more cellular ridges 
than the Sherack Formation. Although topographic differences are dif-
ficult to see :in the field, they are not difficult to se.e on 7.5 min-
ute topographic maps. The Huot Formation has more variable relief than 
the Sherack Formation. The presence of widely scattered boulders and 
cobbles in the fields indicates that the Huot Formation. is either at 
the surface or thinly covered (less than 1 metre) by the Sherack For-
mation (Plate 1). In outcrop the Huot Formation contains vertical 
joints, has a blocky appearance> and may be overlain by laminated 
silt and clay of the Sherack Formation. 
On a short canoe trip on the Red River in northwestern Norman 
and southwestern Polk Counties, a prominent paleosol in the alluvium 
of the Red River was observed at scattered locations along the river. 
More work is needed to see if this is a continuous unit and not several 
discontinuous paleosols. If this is a continuous unit, I expect it to 
be correlative with the lower part of the Riverdale Member of the Oahe 
Formation (Clayton, Moran, and Bickley, in press). In central North 
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Dakota, paleosols form during periods bf climatic stability (moist con-
ditions that allow a vegetative cover to protect hillslope erosion). 
In central North Dakota the lower Riverdale Member is interpreted to 
have formed in the late. Holocene beginning about 5 000 B.P. It appears 
then that this area of North Dakota and Minnesota also had an episode 
of climatic stability in which soil-forming factors were favored. 
Shoreline-Complex Province 
The Shoreline-Complex Province is about a tenth of the total 
study area (Figure 5). The bulk of the surface sediment in this pro-
vince is sand and gravel that was deposited as nearshore and beach 
sediments of Lake Agassiz. Upham (1896) was the first to trace the 
various beaches of Lake Agassiz through Minnesota, North Dakota, and 
Manitoba. Upham (1896, p. 291) called the highest beach at the east-
ern edge of the Shoreline.-Complex Prov:lnce the Herman Beach and the 
lowest one at the "Western edge the Mc Cauleville Beach. Later work on 
Lake Agassiz is summarized in the volu.'lle edited by Mayer-Oakes (.1967) . 
The sand and gravel in the shoreline complex has not been given a for-
mal lithostratigraphic name. The sand and gravel was deposited begin-
ning at the earliest time of Lake Agassiz and continuad while the lake 
was in existence; hence, the sand and gravel are the chronologic equiva-
lents of Argusville and Sherack Formations. 
Beaches 
The beaches are the most conspicuous features of the Shoreline-
Complex Province. The beach ridges range in width from a few metres to 
more than 2 ki.lometres (Plate 1). Individual beach ridges range in 
length from less than 1 kilometre to many tens of kilometres, The 
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beach ridges ~ay be continuous or redivide or terminate altogether 
(Figure. 6). In nearly all of the gravel pits visited in· the beaches, 
examples of this type of sediment were observed: (1) excellently 
sorted sand and gravel, (2) bi-modal sorting of sand add pebbles or 
cobbles, (3) a single set (usually less than 1 metre thick) of cross-
bedded sand or gravel that dips eastward and is overlain by planar 
beds of sand or gravel (backbeach sediment overlain by topbeach sedi-
ment), (4) 1 to 2 metres of gravel and some sand that dip "Westward 
(forebeach sediment), and (5) graded beds of sand~ generally not 
thicker than 1 metre> with some small-scale and large-scale crossbed-
ding than locally dip in several directions (topbeach sediment). All 
of the sand bodies visited in the gravel pits run parallel to the 
regional slope. Sediment underlying the gravel was not observed in 
most of the gravel pits. Lacustrine silt and clay and glacial sedi-
ment are beneath the sand and gravel of the beach ridges. 
Nearshore Sand 
West of the major beach ri.dges, the nears hore sand generally is 
in sharp contact with the underlying clay and silt. The sand is gener-
ally unbedded (except in nearshore barg where it has abundant small-
scale crossbeddi.ng), well sorted, and of variable thickness (ranging 
from less than 1 metre to more than several metres). East of the 
major beaches the sand and gravel is of variable thickness and typi-
cally overlies glacial sediment although lacustrine clay is present 
in some places. 
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Fig. 6. Beach Ridges, Shoreline-Complex Province. Section 16 




Much of the area between the beach ridges is undrained or poorly 
drained. These areas are mapped as the Tanberg Series on soil maps 
(Nikiforoff and others, 1933). Most of the sediment in these lcw areas 
is silty clay and clayey silt with some layers of gravel, sand, and peat. 
These sediments are typically water saturated (local groundwater-
discharge areas), dark in color (signifying reducing conditions), and 
contain abundant disseminated organic debris. These sediments are 
marsh and bog sediments that are correlative to the Coteau Formation 
(Bickley, 1972) in North Dakota. 
Wave-washed Pebble-loam 
Near the beaches (such as at SE1z;.SW'--t; sec. 21, T. 144 N., R. 45 W. 
and sections 24 and 25, T. 144 N., R. 45 W.) are areas where many boul-
ders (some greater tha.n 3 metres in di:ameter) and coobles are found 
scattered on the surface (Plate 1). Here the glacial sediment has been 
eroded by wave action, leaving the boulders and cobbles as a lag deposit. 
Eo li.an Sand 
Altliough-. a. large. ~cunt of th.e sand L'1. Shoreline-Complex 
Province has been reworked by the wind> especially during dry periods, 
only about 2 square kilometres of the study area (in northeastern Nor-
man County) is made up of dune sand deposited during the existence· of 
Lake Agassiz, The eolian dune areas are shown in Plate 1. The eolian 
dune sand is extrenely well-sorted, loose, and light yellowish-brown 
(10 YR 6/4, Munsell Color Chart). The eolian dune sand is piled up in 
asymmetric hills that reach heights of more than 10 metres above the 
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surrounding areas. Most of the dunes have a cover of vegetation. This 
eolian dune sand is correlative to the Denbigh Formation (Bickley, 1972) 
on the Sheyenne Delta, Pembina Delta, and Souris Lake plain in North 
Dakota. 
Glacial-Upland Province 
The Glacial-Upland Province, along with. the Outwash Province, 
occupies about the eastern f9ur-fifths of the study area. For purposes 
of discussion, the Glaci.al-Upland Province has been divided into four 
sub-provinces. 
Sub-Province 1 
Sub-Province 1 is bounded on the west by the Shoreline-Camplax 
Province (Figure 5) and on the east by a rapid topographic change that 
begins at an elevation of about L,00 matres (about 1300 feet on Plat2 1), 
Because Sub-Province 1 has few trees and has prairie soils a variety of 
glacial geomorphic features are clearly visible an air photos. Reli2f 
is typically low (1 to 4 metres) and slopes are generally gentle (1" 
to 4°). Present in Sub-Province 1 are drumlins, washboard ridges, 
elliptical ice disintegration features, eskers, small outwash areas, 
meltwa ter channels, and thin lake deposits .. 
Drumlins 
A series of drumlins are present in southwestern Norman County 
(Plate lJ. All of the drumlins except one are developed in an area 
enclosed by the. 1250 foot contour line on Plate 1. The drumlins i.n 
the above area consist of a serf.es of ridges and troughs elongated 
and streamlined parallel to the direction of ice movement. The 
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drunllins have an orientation that ranges from N 45 W to N 60 H. Most 
of the drumlins are in sand an<l gravel> although some have a th:i.n cov'.,ff 
of glacial sediment. The area enclosed by the 1250 foot contour lir-e 
was named the eighth or Fergus Falls moraine (Upham, 1896, p. 159) and 
the Erskine moraine (Leverett, 1932). The highest part of the enclosed 
area is called Frenchmans Bluff. 
The longest drumlin (8 kilometres long) is located just a few 
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kilometres northeast of the above area 7). This drumlin is 
less than 200 metres wide, has a length to width ratio of 40 to 1, in 
places: stands a few metres above the surrounding area, has an orienta-
tion of N 35°W, and is veneered by glacial sediment. 
The longest drumlin appears to be made up o;E more. glacial sedi-
ment than th.e shorter ones. This supports the argument (Clayton and 
Moran, 1974} that longer drumlins are developed in homogeneous material 
(glacial sediment) and shorter drumlins are developed in nonho:moge.neous 
material (sand, gravel, and glacial sediment). The orientation of the 
drumlins dil.fers slightly because flow lines in a glacier will d:Lve:r.ge 
and converge as a glacier flows (especially over an irregular pre-last-
surface}. With enough tima probably all tha drumlins in a small 
area would be parallel. 
Washboard Ridges 
The. washboard ridges in Sub-Province 1 contain a series of trans-
verse ridges and trenches spaced about 150 metres apart and with a local 
relief of 1 to 3 metres (Figure 8). The washboard ridges throughout Sub-
Province 1 are oriented about N 25° to 35°E (Plate 1). These features 
form parallel to the edge of the glacier as the result of differential 
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Fig. 7. Long, Linear Drumlin> Sub-Province l of the Glacial-
Upland Province. Section 5 of T. 142 N., R. 42 W. is labeled on the 
photo. Photography by Mark Hurd Aerial Surveys. 
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Fig. 8. Two Eskers (Arrows) Trending Perpendicular and 
Paralle.l to the Strike of the Washboard Ridges (W) Near an Out-
wash (0) Area in Sub-Province 1 of the Glacial-Upland Province. 
Section 22·of T. 143 N., R. 42 W. is labeled on the photo. 
Photography by Mark Hurd Aerial Surveys. 
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concentration of glacial sediment along regularly spaced transverse 
zones of shearing. 
Although most of Sub-Province 1 does not have as well-developed 
washboard ridges as in Figure 8, faint ones can be observed in air 
photos where the relief is 1 to 2 metres. 
Elliptical Ice Disintegration 
Features 
Elliptical ice. disintegration features are so named because of 
the shape of the intervening depressions betwe.en low relief (1 to 4 
metres from ridge crest to adjacent depression) ridges (Figure 9). The 
orientation of th.e ridges and the· long axis of the elliptical depression 
is northeast to southwest. These features are common in the southeast-
ern part of Sub-Province 1, just northwest and southeast of the South 
Branch of th.e W'ild R:ice River (Plate 1). These features formed parallel 
to th.e edge of the glacier (similar to the washboard ridges) but a 
greater concentration of debris within the. ice caused ridges and inter-
vening depressions to be less clearly defined than the washboard ridges 
upon the final melting of the ice. 
Eske.rs and Outwash Areas 
Most of the. askers in Sub-Province 1 trend northwest to south-
east, although some trend in the same direction as the washboard ridges 
(Plate 1) • The sand and gravel in the askers is t:ypically poorly sorted 
and in places faulted> due to ice meltout below the sand and gravel. 
The. eskers range in length from less than 1 ki1ometre to more than 6 
kilometres (Figure 9). Host of the mappable eskers begin and terminate 
in glacial 5:ediment, although some terminate in outwash areas. 
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Fig. 9. Elliptical Ice Disintegration Features (E), Meltwater 
Channel (M), Esker (Arrow1, and Outwash Area (9) Present in Sub-
Province. 1 of the Glacial-Upland Province.. Secti:on 26 of T. 141 N.) 





Several outwash areas are depicted on Plate 1 and Figure 9. 
Nost of the sediment in the outwash area is flat bedded sand with some 
interbedded gravel. 
Meltwater Channels and 
Lake Deposits 
The largest meltwater channel in Sub-Province 1 is the one occu-
pied by the underfit Sand Hill River (Plate 1), The history and origin 
of this large meltwater channel are discussed in detail by Moran and 
Clayton (in preparation). Moran and Clayton suggest that the channel 
formed by water draining first north into Lake Koochiching and then 
later south into Lake Agassiz. A tributary of the largest mel~Nater 
channel is located just west of Ranum in north,eastern Norman County. 
A soU un~t. th~ Waukon silt lo3m (Niki!oraff and others, 1933), occurs 
in scattered parts of uortheastern Norman County. The large amount of 
silt in the area was deposited in a lacustrine environm~nt. The ponded 
water (perhaps contained in s tagna.nt ice) then drained through this 
tributary and to the large. me.ltwater channel as water was flowing ,·rest 
into Lake Agassiz. 
The South Branch of the Wild Ri.ce. River (Figure. 9) and the Buf-
falo River are two underfit rivers that flow in former meltwater chan-
nels. The upper reaches of these two meltwater channels terminate in a 
marshy area ,vith associated sand and gravel. The marshy area is about 
1 to 6 ki.lometres wide and e::,::tends from about 8 kilometres north of 
Waubon to about 8 kilometres south of Oge.ma (Plate 1). The marshy area, 
although it contains some fluvial sediment, was the collecting basin for 
much of the meltwater from the wasting glacier. As the ice retreated 
back far enough, this ponded water flowed south and wast into Lake 
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Agassiz by way of the meltwater channel now occupied by the South Branch 
of the Wild Rice and Buffalo Rivers. Since most of the sediment had 
settled out in the ponded water, downcutting was the dominant fluvial 
proces.s. 
Sub-Province 2 
Sub-Province 2 of the. Glacial-Upland Province i.s about one four-
teenth of the total study area (Figure 5). Part or all o;f Sub-Province 
2 has been called the Fergus Falls and Leaf Rills ·moraines (Upham, 1896), 
the Bigstone moraine (Leverett, 1932), and the Alexandria moraine area 
(}fright, 1972a)_. 
An abrupt topographLc rise> shown on Plate 1. marks the western 
boundary of Sub-Proviµce 2. A hummocky band of sand and gravel marks 
the eastern boundary. Jhe. elevation ranges from about 390 to 400 metres 
1..r.i.thln Sub-Province 2. The eastern part of the area is nearly continuous 
forest, whereas the western part contains only scattered s·tands of trees. 
The transition between the prairie and the forest occurs wi.thin a few 
lci.lornetres. 
Collapse. topography, poorly integrated drainage, and absence of 
eskers are the dominant characteristics of Sub-Province 2. 
Collapse Topography 
Collapse topography results when debris-laden ice melts. Thi.ck 
deposits of material on the ice (superglacial sediment) flow down slopes 
created by differential melting of the ice. Ridges formed by material 
moving down :Lee slopes and cqllecting at their base are called disinte-
gration ridges or ice-contact ridges (Parizek, 1969). Ice-contact 
ridges may be any shape, from straight to circular, depending on the 
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shape of the ice slope. Disintegration ridges, typical of Sub-Province 
2, are shown on Figure 10. 
Clayton and Noran (1974) have suggested that the total thickness 
of the glacial sediment of the last advance should correlate closely 
with the slope angles or local relief. An attempt to relate the thick-
ness of the glacial sediment of the last advance to the local relief is 
made difficult because. no drillholes were. made in Sub-Province. 2. On 
the basis of a few samples collected at the surface in this area (Appen-
dix A}, the a:ve.rage thickness of the glacial sediment of the last 
advance probably does not exceed 20 metres; The local relief is wore 
than 30 metres in places. This indicates that the. glacial sediment of 
the last advanc.e. (upper unit of th.e. Red Lake .Falls Formation} was depo-
sited on a huntmocky, Lrregular surface (a surface that in places had 
more. than 30 metres of relief}. 
Other Features 
Eskers are rarely found in Sub-Province 2 (Plate 1). Meltwater 
channels that have not been overridden by the las.t glacial advance and 
that are not plugged by sediment are not present in Sub-Province 2 
(Plate 1). A few channel complexes that are plugged in placed with 
sediment are present in this area (Plate 1). 
Sub-Province 3 
Most of Sub-Provixtce 3 of the Glacial...;Upland Province is forested. 
The forest obscures smaller-scale geomorphic. features. For the most part, 
the. elevation rarely e.xcee.ds .500 me.tres in this sub-province. 
Features that can be observed on air photos are circular to 
nearly circular disintegration ridges. The central depression in 
.. 
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Fig. 10. Numerous Strai.ght to Curved Ice Disintegrati.on 
Features in Sub-Province 2 of the Glacial-Upland Province. Sec-
tion 29 of l', 146 N., R. 39 W. is labeled on tlie photo. Photography 
by Mark I:!utd Aerial Surveys. 
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circular disintegr~tion ridges (also called doughnuts) appears as a 
dark.er area on air photos. Where circular disintegration ridges are 
present, the surface looks pitted on air photos (Figure 11). The 
pitted surface occurs in small areas throughout the entire part of 
sub-Province 3. The rest of the surface of the glacial sediment in 
sub-Province 3 has either a smooth surface (Lacking disintegration 
ri.dges)) a slightly irregular surface, or a more irregular surface 
(Figure 11) • Most of the surface of Sub-Province 3 i.s not as irre-
gular and hummocky as in Sub-Provinces 2 and 4. Sub-Province 3 con-
tains fewer lakes per uni.t area than either Sub-Provinces 2 or 4 
. (Plate 1). The larger lakes adjacent to Sub-Province 3 are located 
in meltwater channels and not in glacial sediment. 
Sub-Province 4 
Part or all of Sub-Province 4 has been called the Itasca or 
tenth moraine by Upha'"O (1896), the Altamont and Gary moraines by 
Leverett (1932), and the Itasca moraine by Wright (1972a). A topo-
graphic rise, abrupt in places, marks the contact between the north-
ern part of Sub-Province 4 with the Outwash Province and Sub-Province 
3 (Figure 5 and Plate 1). The southern part of Sub-Province 4 makes 
contact wi..th another part of the Outwash Province (Figure 5). 
Sub-Province 4 contains more lakes and bogs per unit area than 
the other sub-provinces. The highest elevations in the study area are 
reached here; elevation exceeds 600 metres in many places. This area 
is nearly completely covered by trees. Collapse topography, north to 
south trending channels, push ridges, and eskers with associated ice-
contact ridges are the dominant features in Sub-Province 4. 
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Fig. 11. ?1eltwater Channel (Outlined), Esker in Neltwater 
Channel (Arrow), Pitted Surface (P), and Irregular Surface (I) in 
Sub-Provinc·e 3 of the Glacial-Uolan.d Province. Section 33 of 
T. 144 N.) R. 35 W. is labeled ~n the photo. Photography by Jvlark 




Collapse topography typical of Sub-Province 4 i.s shown on :Figure 
12. Large parts of Sub-Province 4 have nonintegrated drainage. Because 
the local relief i.s much greater than 30 metres in , the glacial 
sedit"Uent of the last advance (lower unit of the Red Lake Falls Formation) 
is thick.er here than at any other place in the study area. The disinte-
gration of stagnant ice with,large amounts of superglacial material has 
produced a surface that is more highly irregular and hUJ.111nocky than any 
other area within the study area. 
Channels 
Straight to sinuous channel complexes (most which are plugged 
in places with a variety of sediments and trending north to 
south through Sub-Province 4) connect outwash ~reas to the north of 
Sub-Province 4 to outwa.sh areas located to the south of Sub-Province 4 
(Plate 1 and Figure 12). The channels that are not or just 
partially plugged (such as the chain of Little Gulch Lakes a few kilo-
metres west of Kabekona Lake) form~d later durirtg deglaciation than 
the plugged channels. The elevations of the C'!ltw·ash north of 
Sub-Province 4 (.430 m at sec. 9, T. 143 N., R. 34 W.) > the bottom of 
Deep Lake in Sub-Province 4 (418 mat sec. 10, T·. 142 N., R. 34 W.), 
and the bottom of Bi.g Sand Lake (404 m) which is located on the out-
wash plain to the south of Sub-Province 4 (sec. 27, T. 141 N., R. 34 W.) 
indicate that meltwater initially flowed north to south through Sub-
ProvLnce 4. These three locations connect in a continuous channel 
complex. As the ice cont1-nued to waste away) the channels through 
Sub-Province 4 became plugged ·with ice-laden debris and meltt.;rater 
.. 
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Fig. 12. Channels Th.rough Sub-Province 4 of the Glacial-
Upland Province. that Link. Outwash. Plains (0) North of Sub-Province 
4 to Outwash-Plains: South of Sub-Province 4. Dashed line i.ndicate-s 
con tac. t between Sub-Province 4 and the Outwash Province to the north. 
Section 15 of T. 143 N., R. 35 W. is.labeled on the photo. Photo-





flow direction changed locally. A radiocarbon date of 11 000 ± 90 
(Y-1418) at the base of a bog, south of the eastern arm of Lake 
Itasca (NW\1'.TW1-1; sec. 30, T. 143 N., R. 35 W.) which partially occu-
pies a channel in Sub-Province 4, indicates the approximate time 
that meltwater from the north stopped flowing south through Sub-
Province 4. 
Shale occurs in appreciable amounts in the upper member of 
the Red Lake Falls Formation. The presence of shale in the terrace 
deposits near Lake Itasca (Wright, 1972b) and in the outwash plain 
south of Sub-Province 4 indicates that meltwater from the ice that 
deposited the upper member of the Red Lake Falls Formation reoccu-
pied some of the chann~ls that were formed during the tvaning phase of 
disintegration of the glacier that deposited the lower unit of the 
Red Lake Falls :Formation. The time interval Be.tween the last two 
glaciations had to be short, because sediment of the first glacia-
tion (the one that deposi.ted the lower unit of the Red Lake Falls 
Formation} now partly plugs the channel complexes (through Sub-
Province 4) that carried southward flowing meltwater from the sec-
ond glacier (the one that deposited the upper unit of the Red Lake 
Falls Formation) through Sub-Province 4. The channel complexes 
through Suo-Province 4 were plugged as debris-laden stagnant ice 
from the first glacier completely malted. Sub-Province 4 now :forms 
a topographic barrier between the provinces to the north and south 
of it. 
Push Ridges 
A semi-arcuate band of push ridges or transverse compressional 
ridges (Clayton and Moran, 1974) is located just west of Walker in 
.. 
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Sub-Province 4 (Plate 1). The radius of curvature of the individual 
push ranges from 5 to 6.5 kilometres although tha band of push 
ridges has a radius of curvature of 6 to 7 kilometres (Figure 13). In 
map view the entire band of push ridges is concave to the north or 
northeast. The radius of curvature which divides the entire arc of 
push ridges in half is oriented about N 20° to 30°E. The crests of 
the individual push ridges are about 200 to 500 metres apart. The 
amount of relief between the.crests and adjacent troughs in places 
exceeds 60 metres. The sharp topographic expression of these ridges 
and troughs are graphically portrayed on the Akeley and East Crooked 
Lake Quadrangles (7.5-minute series). Much preexisting sand and 
gravel is incorporated in the glacial sediment of the push ridges. 
The push ridges in Sub-Province 4 formed near the margin of 
the (note the large outwash area to the south on Plate l}. 
where the glacier was de.celerating) it was frozen to its be.d, and 
there was e:xcess groundwater pressure. A cross section through push 
ridges in eastern Saskatchewan (Moran, 1969> Figure 17) shows the sub-
glacier sediment to be compressionally folded and thrusted. Decelera-
ting ice flow will cause up-glacial material to be folded and thrusted 
up over down-glacial material. A frozen bed is necessary so that the 
subglacial material can be incorporated into the glacier; the effec-
tive base of the glacier, as a flowing mass, is beneath the ice-sediment 
interface (Clayton and Moran, 1974). Excess ground~ater pressure caused 
by the glacial advance against an upland (Plate 1) reduced the shear 
strength of the previous deposits. 
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Fig. 13. Push Ridges (Hi thin Solid Line) and Ice-Conta.ct 
lUdgcs ,c:i th E5kers (Between Dar:ihed Lines) :i.n Sub-Province 4 of the 
-Glacial-Upland Province. Arrows are oriented perpendicular to the 
strike of the push ridges and are conve:l{ down-elacier. Section 13 
of T. l N., R. 33 W. is labeled on the photo. Photography by 





Eskers with Associated 
Ice-contact Ridges 
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common in Sub-Province 4. In some places, th.e :Lee-contact ri.dges are 
isolated whereas: in other places a i-thole series of ridges are present 
(Figure 13). Sand and gravel and pebble-loam are the :materials making 
up the ice-contact deposits. Ice-contact ridges form as superglacial 
debris (both glacial and fluvial sediment) flow down ice slopes created 
by differential melting of stagnant glacial ice. The final orientation 
of the ridges depends upon the final orientation of the ice slope. The 
orientation of the is generally perpendicular to the final, adj.a-
cent ice s.lope. 
Outwash_ Province 
Th.e Outwash Province i.s a flat to hummocky surface of ssnd and 
gravel in thx; easte.rn part of the area (Figure 5). Features present in 
this province are pitted a1i.d flat outwash plains> meltwater channels. 
sloughs a.nd bogs, and large lakes. Some of the. large lakes are linear 
and are situated in meltwater channels (:Figure 11). 
The outwas.h plains are generally flat areas of sand and 
that were de.posited by glacial meltwater streams draining ice-marginal 
positions (Figure 14). The sediments in the outwash plain are variably 
bedded and variably sorted. 
Glacial meltwater channels located just north of Sub-Provi.nce 4 
of the Glacial-Upland Province are oriented northeast to southwest 
(Plate 1). These meltwater channels were first cut or enlarged from 
preexisting valleys by meltwater from the i.ce that deposited the lower 
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:Fig. 14. Contact Between Pitted Surface of Sub-Province 4 
(_p) withOutwashProvince (0). Se.ction 21 of T. 141 N., R. 37 W. 
is labeled on the photo. Photography by Mark Hurd Aeri.al Surveys. 
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unit of the Red Lake Falls Formation (figure 11). As discussed above, 
some of the maltwater ch.anne.ls were reoccupied by glacial meltwater 
draining the i.c.e th.at deposited the upper unit of the Red Lake Falls 
Formation. 
Sloughs a.nd bogs occupy the depressed areas of the. outwash 
plains and meltwater channels. 
Long linear lakes such as Elbow Lake, Long Lost Lake, Lake. 0£ 
the Valley,. Lake Itasca, Upper and Lower La Salle Lakes, and others 
(Plate 1) occupy channels or parts of channels that were first cut by 
north to south flowing glacial meltwater. 
QUATERNARY HISTORY 
This section integrates the above interpretations into a unified 
whole. The basis for interpreting geologic history is the stratigraphic 
and geomorphic relationships. 
Latest Cenozoic History 
Minnesota had been glaciated many times but correlation betw:een 
scattered outcrops in southwestern 11:lnnesota is di.ffi.cult (see Matsch, 
1972), Lying above the earlier, hard to correlate glacial units, is 
the Hawk Creek Till (Matsch, 1972). Although no unit in nortfo1este.rn 
Minnesota is presently correlated with the Hawk Creek Till, the glacier 
that deposited the Ha,~k Creek Till in southwastern Minnesota probably 
advanced into northwestern Minnesota. The Hatvk. Creek Till was deposite.d 
by a glacier that advanced from the northeast out of the lowland now 
occupied i.n part by Lake Superior (Figure 15). Ice from that area is 
called the Superior Lobe. Its limits and time of deposition are. unkno~m 
but it was probably pre-Wisconsinan. 
The next glacial advance in thi.s region was from the north out 
of the Manitoba Lowland (Figure 15). The ice deposited Uni.t l in north-
western Minnesota, the Cando Formation in northeastern North Dakota, the 
glacial sediment in the Wadena drumlin field, and the Granite Falls Till 
in southwestern Hinnesota. Its limi.ts and time of deposition are unknown 
but dates of 34 000 and greater than 40 000 years B.P. from wood beneath 




Fig. 15. Quaternary Events in Northwestern Minnesota and 
Adjacent Areas. 
a. Pre-Wisconsinan advance of glacial ice from the Lake 
Superior area. Deposition of the Hawk Creek Till (southwestern 
Minnesota). 
b. Pre-Wisco:nsi.nan advance of glacial ice from the 1-'J.anitoba 
Lowland. Deposition of unit 1 (northwestern Minnesota), Cando Forma-
tion (northeastern Nor th Dakota), glaci,al sadiment of the Wadena 
drumlin fi_eld (central Min:nasota), and Granite Falls Till (southwest-
ern Minnesota). 
c. Pre-Wisconsinan advance of glacial ice from the Manitoba 
Lowland. Deposition of unit 2 (northwestern Minnesota) and Tiber 

















Wisconsinan in age (Matsch, 1972). A schematic. time-distance diagram 
sho,;;ing the periods of deposition of the fortnations present in the 
study area is on Figure 16. 
The next glacial advance in this region was from the north out 
of the Manitoba Lowland (Figure 15). The ice deposited Unit 2 in north-
western Minnesota and the Tiber Formation in northeastern North Dakota. 
Its limits and thne of deposition are unknown but it was probably pre-
Wisconsinan. 
The next glacial advance in this region was from the northeast 
(out of the lowland now occupied by Lake Superior and out of the area 
adjacent to and northwest of Lake Superior, Figure 17). It was respon-
sible.for the deposition of the Marcoux Formation in northwestern M:Lnne-
sota and the. Vang Formation in northeastern North Dakota, It ,vas also 
responsible for the cutting of the. Wadena drumlin field and deposition 
of a sand blanket over th,e drumlins. Its li.rnits are unknown although it 
may have term:i.nated north of the Minne.sota River Valley. The time of 
the advance is unknown although Wright (1972b) assigns an early Wiscon-
sinan age for the formation of the drumlin field. 
The next glacial advance in this region was from the r..orthwest: 
(Figure 17). The glacier deposited the St. Hilaire Formation in north-
western Minnesota, the Gardar Formation in northeastern North Dakota> 
and the lower part (?) of· the New Ulm Till in ~::outhwestern Minnesota. 
Its limits are unknown but it may have terminated some place north of 
New Ulm, Minnesota. Moran and others (in press) correlate this advance 
with the Napoleon Glaciation (considered to be early Wisconsinan in 
North Dakota). The presence of an oxidized upper surface and remnants 
of a paleosol prompted Moran and others (in press) to suggest that the 
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Fig. 16. Schematic Time-Distance Diagram Showing Periods of 
Deposition. of Fornations Present in Study Area of Northwe,"itern 
Minnesota. 
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Fig. 17. Quaternary Events in Northwestern Minnesota and 
Adjacent Areas. 
a. Early Wisconsinan(?) advance of glacial ice from the 
northeast and Lake Superior area. Deposition of Marcoux Formation 
(northwestern Minnesota), Vang Formation (northeastern North Dakota), 
and sand blanket over the Wadena drumlin field (central :Minnesota). 




b. Early Wisconsinan advance of glacial ice from the north-
Deposition of the St. Hilaire Formation (northwestern Minne-
Gardar Formation (northeastern North Dakota) , and lower part 
the New Ulm Till (southwestern Minnesota). · 
c. 'Late. Wisconsinan advance of glacial ice from the north-
east and Lake Superior are.a. Deposition of lower unit of Red Lake 
Falls Formation (northwe.ste.rn Minnesota), boulde.ry till (northeast-
ern Minnesota), and construction of St, Croh~ Moraine (central 


















surface of the sediment underwent a period of weathering during Niddle 
Wisconsinan time. 
Late Wisconsinan Historv 
The. first advance of the late Wisconsinan glacier in this region 
was from the northeast. It deposited the lower Red Lake Falls Formation 
in northwestern Minnesota, the bouldery till in the Iron Range of north-
eastern Minnesota, and built the St. Croix Moraine in central Minnesota. 
No glacial sediment of this advance is found west of the Pembina Escarp-
ment of eastern North Dakota (Moran and others, in press). The southern 
boundary is along the southern boundary of Sub-Province 4 and in Becker 
and Hubbard Counties in Minnesota (;Figure 17). Following the suggestion 
of Wri.gh.t (1972b) the eastern boundary is traced a.long the St. Croix 
Moraine. This advance. is thought to have occurred between 25 000 to 
20 000 B.P. although no radiocarbon dates are available (Moran and 
others, in press). 
Partial Deglaciation of the 
Northeastern Glacier 
Thick superglacial debris accumulated on th.a glacier's surface· 
as the surface lowered due to meltout of the unde.rlying ice. The thick-
est deposits. of superglacial debris were in Sub-Province 4. Areas of 
stagnant ice persisted long after the active i.ce margin had retreated 
north and east. Meltwater from the northeastern glacier flowed south 
through Sub-Province 4 by a series of channels now occupied in part by 
Long Lost Lake; :Mississippi River and Lake Itasca; Upper and Lower 
La Salle Lakes; and Hennepin Creek, Schoolcraft River, Schoolcraft 
Lake, and Lake George. In some places the meltwater cut or enlarged 
" 
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preexisting valleys before depositing large quantities of sand and 
gravel on the outwash. plains. }feltwater began to flo·w southeastward 
around Sub-Province 4 through a series of channels now occupied in 
part by the Kabe.kona River, Steamboat River, Garfield Lake, Kabekona 
Lake, Kabekona Bay~ and Walker Bay to the southwest through the chan-
nel complex now occupied by the chain of Crow Wing Lakes. 
Advance of the 
Northwestern Glacier 
Before the ice from the northeast had completely melted aw3.y, 
a secon~'glacier from the northwest entered part of the area (Figure 
18). The glacier deposi.ted the upper unit of the Re.d Lake Falls For-
mation in northwestern Minnesota, the Dahlen Formation in northeastern 
North Dakota, and the two surficial tills in northeastern Minnesota. 
This se.cond glacier app2ars to have advanced by about 22 000 lLP. 
(f1.oran and others, in press) . Moran (:Moran and others, in press) sug-
gests that this glaci.er "grew in place11 along the marginal fringe of 
the ice that advanced from the northeast. It grew in place as a result 
of precipitation produced as air moving from th.e west was forced up 
over the cold glacier snout. Because ice was still in the east and 
north, this glacier t;;as forced to flow to the southeast where it even-
tually reached Iowa by 20 000 B.P. to deposit the Tazewell drift (Ruhe, 
1969, p. 106). No evidence has been found in southwestern V.d.nnesot3 
to indicate the extent of the retreat following this advance or the 
position of the readvance that deposited the Cary drift, dated 14 000 
B.P. in northcentral Iowa (Ruhe, 1969, p. 46). 
The profile of the ice surface of the glacier that advanced 




Fig. 18. Quaternary Events in Northwestern Minnesota and 
Adjacent Areas. 
a. Late. Wisconsinan advance of glacial ice from the northwest. 
Deposition of upper unit of Red Lake Falls Formation (northwestern 
Minnesota), Dahlen Formation (northeastern North Dakota), two surficial 
tills (northeastern Minnesota), and New Ulm Till (southwestern :1L"l.."le-
sota). 
b. Late Wisconsinan early phase of Lake Agassiz. Deposition 
of lower Argusv:ille Formation (study area and south) and Wylie Forma-
tion (north of study area). 
c. Late 'Wisconsinan Caledonia Advance ;from the north. Depo-
sition of the Huot and Falconer Fonnations (northwestern Minnesota and 
northeastern North Dakota). 
d. Late Hisconsinan Lockhart Phase of Lake Agassiz. Deposi-
tion of upper Argusville Formation (study area) and Brenrua. For!:'..ation 
(north of study area). 
e.. Latest Wisconsinan Moorh.e.ad Phase. of Lake .Agassiz. De90-
sition of the. Poplar River Formation. 
;f. Early Holocene Emerson Phase of Lake .Agassiz. Deposition 
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profiles of the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets (Mathews, 1974). 
Perhaps some combination of excess pore:water pressure at the base of 
the glacier, higher temperatures at the base of the late Hisconsinan 
glacier than those which now exist in Antarctic and Greenland gla-
ciers, or type of surface (bedrock and previous glacial deposits) 
over which the glacier flowed caused that glacier that moved into 
Iowa to have a lower profile. than existing ice surface profiles in 
Antarctica and Greenland. A nonpermeable substrate would cause 
excess porewater pressure to build up which would make the glacier 
slide farther with less ice in the source are.a. 
Deglaciation of the 
Northwestern Glacier 
Thick deposits of superglacial debris accumulated in Sub-
Province 2. The elevation of Sub-Province 2 was hi.gr~er because it 
was cored by dead ice from the northeastern advance. Meltwater from 
the northwestern glacier reoccupied some of the channels (Mississi.ppi 
River and Lake Itasca channel complex) th.at drained melttvater from 
the northeastern glacier. By about 11 000 B.P. meltwater from the 
northwestern glaci.e.r no longer flowed south _through. Sub-Province. t,. 
The channel complexes in Sub-Province 4 had been plugged by th~ col-
lapse of superglacial debris from the northeastern glacier. Meltwater 
was diverted southeast around Sub-Province 4 to Leech Lake and then 
southwest through the chain of Crow Wing Lakes. Upon further deglaci-
ation of the northwestern glacier meltwater flowed north and linked up 
with the Mississippi River drainage system in the northeastern part of 
the area. 
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Ice re.treat west of Sub-Province 2 was rapid because the glacial 
sediment was thin (indicated by preserved drumlins, washboard ridges, 
and the patchy distribution of the upper unit of the Red Lake Falls For-
mation in Sub-Province 1). The thin and patchy cover of glacial sedi-
ment in Suh-Province 1 did not protect the underlying ice from melting 
as slowly as in Sub-Province 2. Meltwater from the northwestern glacier 
drained southeastward into Sub-Pro'7ince 1. The roeltwater ponded in sev-
. 
eral areas west of Sub-Province 2. Upon further retreat of the ice mar-
gin and the melting of stagnant ice that contained ponded water, the 
ponded water drained from Sub-Province 1 into Lake Agassiz by way of 
the South Branch of the Wild Rice and Buffalo RLvers. The ice of the 
northwestern glacier retreated from the area at about 14 000 B.P. 
(Harris and others, 19.74). 
Lakes began - to form in low areas as water was danuned against 
the re.treating northwest glacier Clrigure 18). Lake Agassiz apI>ears to 
have o.een :Ln existence by 13 500 B.P. (Moran and others, 1974). The 
lower part of the Argusville Formation was deposited by this time 
(Arndt, in preparation). 
Caledonia Advance 
Ice advanced south down the. Red River Valley to north.e.rn Norman 
County and deposited the Huot Formation and Falconer Formation north of 
the area (Figure 18). This ice advance is called the Caledonia Advance 
and is dated at about 13 500 B.P. 
Lock....1.art Phase 
The next phase of Lake Agassiz is called the Lockhart Phase. dur-
ing which the upper part of the Argusville Formation (Arndt, personal 
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communication, May, 1975) and the Brenna Formation (Harris, }ioran, and 
Clayton, 1974) were deposited (Figure 18). Deposition of the above two 
formations ceased by about 11 000 B.P. as the lake level dropped when a 
northern outlet was opened. 
Moorhead Pfi..ase 
During thi.s low- water phase of Lake Agassi.z rivers flowed across 
the floor of the exposed lake plain (Figure 18). It was during this time 
(about 11 000 to 10 000 B.P.) that the Poplar Ri.ver Formation was depo-
si.ted by rive.rs flowing in a system like the present day :ri.ver system. 
Emerson Phase 
About 10 000 B.P. a minor readvance of i.ce in Manitoba blocked 
the northern outlets of Lake Agassiz and the lake. level rose (Figure 18). 
During th:ts phase, called the Emerson phase, the Sherack Formation was 
deposited. This phase lasted about 500 years. Then the lower outlets 
were opened to the east and north and the lake drained f:rom Minnesota 
and North Dakota. This phase ended about 9 500 B.P. 
Holocene History · 
Wind activity duri.ng the time of beach. formation and during the 
drier perLods such as the mid-Holocene (8 500 to 4 500 B.P.) and the 
"Dirty Thirties" (about 1928 to 1938) formed and subsequently modified 
the sand deposits near the shoreline complex. Much of the Denb:Lgh 
Formation is Late Wisconsinan to Holocene in age. 
The Coteau Formation has been deposited in bogs, marshes, and 
slougri..s in Mi.nnesota eyer since the ice that last invaded this area 
began to retreat. Its age i.s mostly Holocene. 
83 
During times of climatic stability (cool and moist) soil forming 
processes dominated. Probably the paleosol along the Red River began 
to form after the mid-Holocene unstable period--about 4 500 B.P. 
APPENDL"{ A 
DATA ON THE NEL~~-SURFACE SA11PLES 
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DATA ON THE NEAR-SURFACE SAMPLES 
A hand auger was used to collect some samples. Other samples 
were collected from road cuts, river cuts, and drainage ditches. The 
percentage of sand, silt, and clay was de.te.rmined for each sample. 
The percentage of igneous and metamorphic very-coarse-sand 
grains, carbonate. ve.ry-coarse-sand grains·, and sh.ale very-coarse.-
sand grains in the matrix of the pe.blHe.-loam wa;3 determined. "Countsl! 
refer to the total number of very-coarse-sand grains: (including the 
above three categories plus miscellaneous vary-coarse-sand grains). 
The counts w·ere estimated for those samples that contained just 
igneous and metamorphic very-coarse~sand grains. The percentaga of 
miscellaneous very-coarse-sand grains is not included. 
Where. t:F,_e depth from whi.ch the sample was collected is known, 
that figure is given. A blank space in the "Depth" column indicate.3 
a near-surface sample (about O to 2 metres de.en)_. 
Th.e location for each sample is given, The letters A, B, C, 
and D refer to the northwest, northeast, southwest, and southea:st 
quarters respectively. The last three numbers refer to section num-
ber, township, and range respectively. 
SHER.ACK F0Rt'1ATI0N 
Grain Size Analysis 
N Sample Percentage of Depth Number Location Elevation Sand Silt Clay (in metres) 
1826-2 AAC5,144,48 266.2 0 68 32 . 8 -7 1 32 67 1.05 -3 2 86 13 1.1 -li 1 62 62 1.2 
1838-1 BDl0,144,48 268.0 1 44 56 .9 -2 1 58 41 1.5 
BBD7,144,47 ' 1827-1 270.1 1 26 73 . 9 -2 1 51 48 1.5 
1839-1 DDBl0,144,47 270.7 1 70 29 .9 
0:, -2 1 48 51 1. 5 0\ 
1840-1 DDB28,144,47 270.4 1 99 0 • 9 -2 1 60 39 1. 5 
1841-1 CCC27,143,48 269.2 1 45 Sl1 • 9 -2 1 41 58 1.5 
1828-1 BBA8.143,47 270.7 1 44 55 .9 
1 71 28 1.5 
1842-1 AAA32,143.47 270.7 3 64 33 • 9 -2 1 59 liO 1.5 
1843-1 AAA36, 143, t,. 7 273.5 1 56 43 .9 -2 2 60 38 1. 5 
SHERACK FORMATION--Continued 
Grain Size Analysis 
N Sample Percentage of Depth 
Number Location Elevation Sand Silt Clay (in metres) 
1892-1 BCC19,142,48 268.3 2 38 59 3 
1893-1 CCC27 ,142,l18 270.6 1 29 70 1.5 
-2 1 30 68 1.5 
1894-1 BBA12>142,47 274.7 1 58 41 1.5 
-2 1 64 35 1.5 
1895-1 BAA36,142,47 
. 
275.3 1 70 28 . 9 
-2 1 48 1. 5 
-3 1 49 50 1.5 
1896-1 DDD4,142,47 271.3 1 56 43 
00 
1.5 '-J 
-2 2 58 40 1.5 
1897-1 CCC8,141,48 269.5 1 31 68 1.5 
-2 1 31 68 1.5. 
1898-1 CCC24,141,48 274.4 4 77 20 • 9 
-2 1 41 58 1. 5 
1899-1 DDD22, ll,1, 4 7 275.9 1 38 62 1.5 
-2 0 36 63 1.5 
29-1 DAA4,14l1-,46 274.1 0 47 . 9 
-2 2 35 64 1.5 
1844-1 BBD35,144 ,!;6 280.2 4 81 lit • 9 
1 45 SL, 1.5 
SHERA.CK FOF.Jv1ATI0N--Continued 
Grain Size Analysis 
N Sample Percentage of Depth 
Number Location Elevation Sand Silt Clay (in metres) 
1831-1 ,144,45 • 2 0 47 53 1.5 
1833-1 AA4,143,46 275.0 0 3l, 65 .9 
-2 0 46 1.5 
1845-1 AAA16,143,46 275.3 1 38 62 • 9 
-2 0 56 1.5 
1846-1 AAA21,143,46 275.3 1 52 47 .9 
-2 0 43 57 1.5 
1847-1 Dl9_,Il;3,45 281. 7 2 92 6 .9 00 co -2 0 45 55 
1900-1 CC7,142,46 275.3 1 41 58 1.5 
-2 1 36 63 1.5 
2477-1 CCl0,142,46 277. 4 1 57 42 .9 
-2 1 39 59 1.5 
2478-1 CD31,142,46 275.9 1 81 18 . 9 
-2 1 51 49 1.5 
2481-1 CDD16,141,46 281.1 1 89 10 .9 
-2 1 67 32 1 t· . :) 
HUOT FORMATION 
Lithology of Very Coarse Sand Grains 
Grain Size Analysis Percentage of 
N Percentage of Igneous- Depth Number Location Elevation Sand Silt Clay Metamorphic co3 Shale Counts (in metres) 
1810-1 AA36,146,49 262.2 1 7 1. 5 -2 1 2 97 92 8 0 12 1. 5 
1801-1 AAA7,llt6,47 266.8 5 12 85 39 61 0 70 • 9 -2 7 15 78 38 60 2 65 1.5 
1811-1 BAl0,145,47 269.2 1 16 84 64 36 0 11 1. 5 -2 1 16 83 69 31 0 13 1.5 
0:, 
•..o 
THE UPPER UNIT OF THE RED LAKE FALLS FORMATION 
Lithology of Very Coarse Sand Grains 
Grain Size Analysis Percentage of 
N Sample Percentage of Igneous- Depth 
Number Location Elevation Sand Silt Clay Metamorphic C03 . Shale· Counts (in metres) 
2484-1 CA14,143,43 365.9 43 39 18 59 29 12 175 . 9 
-2 42 43 15 62 28 10 173 • 9 
2483-1 ABl,140,46 317.1 55 32 14 65 20 15 413 1.0 
1848-1 DD23,143,43 352.1 20 47 34 68 32 0 201 .9 
-2 24 60 15 53 26 21 184 1.5 
2400-1 CCCS,142,41 396.3 48 34 18 59 33 8 246 
-2 41 3~ 24 54 38 7 167 
1817-1 Ml0,146,40 408.5 27 43 29 66 27 7 283 \0 
0 -2 30 40 30 51 38 11 229 
1806-1 BB9,146,39 460.4 31 29 40 69 30 <l 332 1.5 
-2 40 36 2l, 61 14 24 532 3.0 
2437-1 BB9,146,39 460, L, !+4 35 20 34 4 61 137 3.0 
1807-1 CCS,145,39 432.9 9 39 5] 52 36 12 8.5 2.0 
-2 9 38 5.3 70 17 13 69 2.0 
2402-1 AB23,1Z.1,41 442.1 13 36 52 43 37 20 81 
-2 14 30 55 53 29 19 97 
2431-1 DC25, lL,6, 38 452, ti l;1 30 30 70 21 20 326 1.2 
-2 ~,1 30 29 68 21 11 330 1. 2 
2439-1 CA26,11~5,36 460.4 50 20 30 33 0 67 446 
THE l.JPPER UNIT OF THE RED LAKE FALLS FORMATION--Continued 
Lithology of Very Coarse Sand Grains 
Grain Size Analysis Percentage of 
N Sample Percentage of Igneous- Depth Number Location Elevation Sand Silt Clay Metamorphic C03 Shale Counts (in metres) 
1809-1. BB3,146,32 426.8 7 53 40 57 17 26 53 -2 H 45 41 87 12 1 110 -3 10 51 39 7l1 12 14 72 
1884-1 AA32,145,31 432.9 16 52 32 26 0 74 396 -2 23 41 36 19 <1 80 491 
2444-1 BBAll,146,31 408.5 2l1 29 47 50 26 •24 140 -2 21 29 50 51 22 27 131 
2445-1 ABC33,145,31 417.7 31 30 39 23 0 77 431 
I..O 
!--' 2446-1 D:831,146,31 402.4 52 27 21 69 12 19 426 
-2 52 27 21 77 14 9 l109 
1879-1 A8 1 144,30 417.7 32 46 22 40 4 55 652 1.5 
-2 30 47 23 2l, 8 68 717 1. 5 
1880-1 AAA15,I44,31 411.6 35 39 26 35 <1 65 575 
2447-1 BA36,144,31 414.6 27 34 40 13 11 76 434 
-2 26 36 38 15 11 75 386 
THE LOWER UNIT OF THE RE:0 LAKE FALLS FORMATION 
Lithology of Very Coarse Sand Grains 
Grain Size Analysis Percentage of 
N Sample Percentage of Igneous- Depth Number Location Elevation Sand Silt Clay Metamorphic C03 Shale Counts (in metres) 
2482-1 DD13,141,45 368.9 42 29 60 38 2 197 
-2 42 30 28 60 40 0 199 
1813-1 BBB12,146,44 366.5 34 38 28 73 2 318 1.5 -2 39 33 28 69 31 0 344 1.5 
1803-1 AAl,145,43 369.8 26 29 45 65 35 0 275 1.5 -2 31 42 69 29 2 209 1. 5 
1814-1 AA28,145,43 353.7 35 41 23 82 16 2 139 
-2 25 52 23 60 40 0 342 
\D 
N 1849-1 AAA30,143,43 364.0 23 56 20 70 29 1 125 
-2 17 49 34 76 24 0 
2485-1 BBB20,141,44 367.4 50 32 18 70 30 0 229 
1815-1 AAA32,146,41 373.3 24 3!, 42 60 40 0 273 .9 
-2 28 44 28 53 46 1 274 • 9 
2.7 44 28 52 Lf8 0 244 .9 
1816-1 BA29,145,42 366.5 18 43 38 58 40 2 172 1.5 
BBE9,145,4J. 3811. 8 24 40 36 60 40 <1 215 
-2 24 32 43 62 38 <l 264 
24 46 30 63 37 0 203 
1850-3 CAlO, 144, 42 365.9 16 64 20 48 0 109 3.0 
-8 20 55 24 46 53 1 125 3.0 
I 
THE LO~ER UNIT OF THE RED LAKE FALLS F0&"'1ATION--Continued 
Lithology of Very Coarse Sand Grains 
Grain Size Analysis Percentage of 
N Sample Percentage of Igeneous Depth Number Location Elevation Sand Silt Clay Metamorphic co3 Shale Counts (in metres) 
1850-9 19 55 26 55 44 1 156 3.0 -1 17 58 24 60 38 2 118 t •• 1 -7 18 53 29 5] 45 3 132 4.1 -5 16 58 26 54 l,O 6 113 4.1 -2 20 56 23 61 36 3 135 4.1 -4 6 66 28 51 47 2 158 4.1 -6 19 62 19 46 50 '3 155 4.1 
185:-1 Al,144,42 371.3 20 59 29 48 49 3 157 3.5 -2 18 53 28 52 46 2 171 3.5 -3 19 58 23 \0 
-4 w 20 53 27 50 47 3 147 3.5 
1852-1 AC27,144.141 381.1 20 48 32 53 47 0 135 -2 23 48 29 58 40 2 125 
-3 22 52 25 64 36 0 191 
2401-1 CC3,142,41 442.1 22 39 39 81 19 0 171 1-3 ,,.. 
47 37 16 81 18 1 228 1-3 
-t. 
1818-1 AAC20,146,40 374.4 26 39 35 54 46 <l 213 1.5 -2 23 37 40 55 44 <l 216 1.5 
1805-1 DDC5, ll,6, 39 444.5 17 48 35 57 39 4 146 -2 16 46 38 57 38 5 152 
2403-1 DD14,141,41 457.3 48 26 26 85 15 1 448 1.0 -2 47 27 26 88 12 1 475 1.0 
THE LOWER UNIT OF THE RED LAKE FALLS FORMATION--Continued 
Lithology of Very Coarse Sand Grains 
Grain Si~e Analysis Percentage of 
N Sample Percentage of Igneous Depth 
Number Location Elevation Sand Silt Clay Metamorphic C03 Shale Counts (in metres) 
24M-1 BA33,141,39 457.3 M 22 14 81 18 1 530 
-2 66 2l; 9 79 21 0 506 
2405-1 AC17,141,38 475.3 SL, 26 20 90 0 10 298 
-2 48 34 18 93 0 7 152 
2406-1 ClS,142,39 487 .8 48 35 17 80 20 ·9 382 
-2 46 30 23 83 17 <l 415 
2410-1 CC13,142,40 470.1 44 35 21 83 17 <1 260 
'-Cl 
2411-1 BBB12,141,40 463.4 52 31 18 
.i:,-. 
86 16 3 414 
-2 50 30 20 82 15 2 376 
2413-1 DD14,142,39 472, 6 56 29 16 78 22 0 L,68 
-2 48 34 18 80 20 0 455 
1819-1 CD22,146,37 475.6 44 32 24 82 15 4 423 1.5 
-2 44 36 20 81 16 3 504 1.5 
1820-1 AB26,146,37 476.8 34 39 28 88 12 0 372 
-2 38 35 26 87 11 2 317 
1821-1 BBB32,145,37 464.0 39 33 27 100 0 0 500 
-2 L19 20 31 
1837-1 DDD3,H4,38 461.6 38 38 24 8£\ 15 1 357 l. 2 
-2 1,W 38 21 84 16 1 397 1.2 
THE LOWER UNIT OF THE RED LAKE FALLS FORMATION--Continue.d 
Lithology of Very Coarse Sand Grains 
Grain Size Analysis Percentage of 
N Sample Percentage of Igneous Depth 
Number Location Elevation Sand Silt Clay Metamorphic co3 Shale Counts (in metres) 
1856-1 DC4,141t,37 475,6 33 54 12 85 14 1 348 1.0 
1860-1 DD29,144,37 518.3 47 49 4 88 12 0 725 
-2 1+5 49 6 86 14 0 648 
-3 45 51 4 85 15 0 565 
1861-2 ADl0,143,37 542.7 61 34 4 88 12 0 1145 
-2 61 38 2 85 15 <l 979 
-3 62 34 4 86 14 0 1042 
1862-1 A16,143,37 518.3 47 46 7 83 17 0 583 1.5 
-2 L16 44 10 79 21 0 617 1.8 I.O u, 
-3 48 46 5 2.1 
2432-1 AB15,144,38 482.9 59 26 16 100 <l 0 550 
2433-1 AD4,143,38 564.0 56 29 15 88 12 0 483 
-2 56 28 16 87 13 0 492 
2434-1 BJ39,143,38 564.0 59 20 21 100 <l 0 500 
2435-1 CCC5,143,37 519.2 56 25 18 100 0 0 400 
2436-1 BB17,143,37 515.2 56 29 15 90 10 <1 469 
-2 55 30 15 85 15 0 lf65 
2ltl4-l AA14,142,37 493.9 56 28 16 86 14 0 484 
-2 55 30 14 86 14 0 440 
2415-1 CA18, lL1.2, 37 1+95 ,t, 58 28 14 79 21 0 462 
'+.HE LOWER UNIT OF THE RED LAKE FALLS FORMATION--Continued 
Lithology of Very Coarse Sand Grains 
Grain Size Analysis Percentage of 
N Sample Percentage of Igneous Depth Number Location Elevation Sand Silt Clay Metamorphic C03 Shale Counts (in metres) 
1808-1 AB1~146,37 457.3 37 36 27 88 10 2 304 -2 36 29 35 
1822-3 AAA16,146,36 l164. 6 41 24 34 88 12 0 L, 73 1.2 -4 52 7 41 100 0 0 450 1.8 -2 48 21 31 89 11 1 511 1.8 -1 43 26 30 87 12 1 532 1. 8 -p2 51 24 25 87 12 1 l,56 1. 8 
1823-1 CCC26,14S,36 464.6 36 39 25 87 9 4 353 -2 27 46 28 85 15 <l 226 
'-D 
CJ" 2440-1 AC16,146,35 426.8 57 26 17 88 11 1 357 2.0 
1863-1 DBll,144,36 463.4 39 54 7 87 13 0 689 -2 53 45 2 91 8 1 324 
1865-2 CA16,144,36 478.7 32 57 10 92 8 0 372 -3 35 54 11 12 <l 355 
1866-1 DC11,H4, l145 .1 43 41 16 100 0 0 400 -2 43 46 11 54 46 0 390 -3 45 36 19 100 0 0 400 
1867-1 BC30,143,35 472.6 53 34 13 100 0 0 600 -2 55 31 14 100 <,l 0 
2460-1 AC9,144,36 463, lf 66 22 11 100 0 0 350 
2461-1 CCA13,144,36 475.6 47 39 13 87 13 0 340 
THE LOWER UNIT OF THE RED LAKE FALLS FORMATION--Continued 
Lithology of Very Coarse Sand Grains 
Grain Size Analysis Percentage of 
N Sample Percentage of Igneous Depth Number Location Elevation Sand Silt Clay Metamorphic c03 Shale Counts (in metres) 
2462-1 DCC16,143,36 490.9 59 31 10 87 13 0 467 
2463-1 BA2li-, 143, 36 503.0 26 40 35 83 17 0 173 
2464-1 BAA34,143,35 478.7 50 28 21 94 6 0 378 
2416-1 CCAJ0,141,35 460.l~ 62 22 15 84 15 <1 425 
-2 63 22 15 83 17 '<l 435 
2417-1 ABA23,141,35 451.2 63 28 9 87 13 0 500 
-2 61 24 15 88 12 0 333 
'° -i 2418-1 BA14,142,35 487.8 59 28 14 91 9 0 524 
2419-1 CB2,142,35 484.8 58 24 18 93 7 0 506 
-2 59 23 18 88 12 0 467 
2420-1 DDD25,142,36 457.3 61 24 15 95 5 0 516 
-2 58 26 16 100 0 0 400 
2421-1 AA12,142,36 Lr66, 5 59 23 18 93 7 0 512 
-2 22 10 94 6 0 603 
2422-1 CCC25,142,36 463.4 64 26 10 84 16 0 466 ,, 
63 8 29 87 13 0 556 -t. 
2423-2 CA3,l41,36 451. 2 6L; 23 13 88 12 0 546 2.0 
-3 63 26 6 88 12 0 621 1.0 
'ii_.~}. 
THE LOWER UNIT OF THE RED LAKE FALLS FORMATION--Continued 
Lithology of Very Coarse Sand Grains 
Grain Size Analysis Percentage of 
N Sample Percentage of Igneous Depth Number Lo ca ti.on Elevation Sand Silt Clay Metamorphic C03 Shale Counts (in metres) 
1824-1 AAB26,146,33 Lf29. 9 38 15 Lf 7 91 1 9 380 1.3 -2 45 26 28 91 <l 9 Lf69 1. 2 -3 42 21 37 96 0 l1 419 1.2 -4 44 22 3LJ 92 0 8 368 1. 2 -5 L+3 32 24 99 1 0 403 1.5 -6 54 25 21 85 10 s 543 1.5 -7 53 30 16 88 9 3 581 1. 5 
I S :i • 
BBB21,145,34 454.0 632 1824-1 51 38 11 90 10 0 
-2 64 23 12 90 10 <l 620 
2441-1 CCC4 ,145 ,3Lt .1 58 28 14 89 11 <1 383 
I.O 
2,0 00 
2442-1 DCC36 ,H5, 34 426.B 53 28 19 100 1 0 350 1. 0 
2443-1 ACC33)J.46,33 429.9 57 25 18 87 11 2 416 
-2 56 26 18 86 11 3 376 
1868-1 CDS,144,33 442.1 48 48 4 90 10 <l 557 
1869-1 DDC7,144,33 457.3 58 36 6 88 11 1 601 
-2 5.'3 40 7 86 12 l 749 
1872-1 CA.13,144,33 423.8 59 37 3 99 1 0 650 
1873-1 BBD14, 1411, 33 423.8 56 36 8 90 10 0 620 
-2 53 38 L, 9 0 769 
-3 55 !,2 " 91 8 <1 655 .:) 
THE LOWER UNIT OF THE RED ;Ll\.KE FALLS FORMATION--Continue..4_ 
Lithology of Very Coarse Sund Grains 
Grain Size Analysis Percentage of 
N Sample Percentage of Igneous Depth Number Location Elevation Sand Silt Clay Metamorphic C03 Shale Counts · (:f.n metres) 
1874-1 DDD20,144,33 453.0 48 52 0 90 10 <1 479 -2 53 41 6 88 12 0 549 
1875-1 B:B25, H4, 33 426.8 58 40 2 89 11 0 688 -2 43 50 7 89 11 <l 393 
1876-1 DA26,144,34 472.6 64 35 1 91 9 . 0 715 -2 62 38 0 91 9 0 790 
1877-1 BD28,143,34 451. 2 63 26 11 90 10 0 751 -2 60 38 2 89 11 <1 720 •.o 
\.0 
2465-1 CC33,143,33 472. 6 68 20 12 85 10 5 603 -2 71 19 10 88 12 0 658 
2424-1 CCD19,141t.:34 442.1 63 30 7 93 7 0 549 -2 67 27 6 89 11 0 5 
2425-1 CAl0,142,34 451.2 64 27 9 90 10 0 -2 6.S 25 10 90 10 0 lf53 
2426-1 DB26,142,34 457.3 57 36 7 100 0 <1 600 
2427-1 CD7, lLil, 33 457.3 67 23 10 86 14 0 554 -2 66 26 9 86 14 0 4.93 
2428-1 CB3, 11+1, 33 442.1 69 22 9 89 11 0 525 -2 68 24 8 88 .12 <l 
THE LOWER UNIT OF THE RED LAKE FALLS FOPJI...ATION--Continued 
Lithology of Very Coarse Sand Grain~ · 
Grain Size Analysis Percentage of 
N Sample Percentage of Igneous Depth Number Location Elevation Sand Silt Clay Metamorphic C03 Shale Counts (in metres) 
2429-1 BC24,142,33 478.7 68 24 8 90 9 <1 525 -2 67 22 11 86 14 0 417 
1 ~s/) 024301-1 A18,142,32 M,2.1 66 26 8 90 10 <l 499 -2 68 24 8 91 9 0 598 
1883-1 CD28,145,32 liOB. 5 38 55 7 88 12 ·<1 320 . 8 -2 28 48 24 100 0 <l 353 1.0 -3 60 40 <;l 89 11 0 698 1.2 -4 55 30 · 15 89 11 0 718 1.2 ,_.. 
0 
0 1878-1 BBA14,144,32 426.8 58 41 1 92 8 <l 731 
-2 61 35 3 91 9 <l 736 
-3 64 34 2 93 7 0 671 
1870-1 DCC3,llr3,32 411.6 65 33 2 93 7 0 711 
-2 63 34 3 91 9 0 919 
1881-1 DDD14,143,32 411. 6 50 39 11 91 9 0 541 2.0 -2 43 43 14 88 12 0 401 2.0 
-3 41 37 22 2.0 
-Bl 20 76 4 92 8 0 427 2.5 
-B2 51 43 5 91 9 <l 541 2.5 
2448-1 BA36,144,32 420.7 Lf7 31 22 88 12 0 284 
-2 47 36 18 90 10 0 313 
2449-1 CAC7,143,31 426.8 1+9 33 18 89 11 <1 292 2.5 
-2 51 35 14 85 15 0 296 
I 
THE LOWER UNIT OF THE RED LAKE FALLS FORMATION--Continued 
Lithology of Very Coarse Sand Grains 
"Grain She Analysis Percentage of 
N Sample Percentage of Igneous Depth 
Number Location Elevation Sand Silt Clay Metamorphic C03 Shale Counts (in metres) 
1885-1 DA.28,142,32 493.9 60 37 2 89 11 <l 690 
-2 57 lf2 1 91 9 0 741 
1886-1 CC33,142,32 493.9 56 30 13 100 0 0 800 
-2 6l, 36 <1 100 0 0 1000 
1887-1 CAlS,142,30 399.4 34 50 16 89 11 'o 444 
30 48 22 100 0 0 450 
1888-1 AB29,142,30 414.6 57 t,O 3 88 12 <1 630 I-' 
-2 56 30 14 90 10 0 713 0 I-' 
1889-1 BA33,141,30 439.0 33 34 32 88 12 0 395 
-2 32 28 40 90 10 0 393 
1890-1 CC12,141,30 414.6 35 33 32 93 7 0 336 
-2 36 32 32 95 5 0 496 
2466-1 CCC6,141,30 434 •. ) 66 21 13 100 0 d 526 
-2 78 8 14 100 <l 0 718 
-3 65 23 13 99 1 0 477 
2467-1 CAl.5,141,31 l,08.5 64 24 11 95 4 <1 519 
-2 64 24 12 98 2 <1 518 
2468-1 CA35t142,32 Lf8Lf. 8 35 30 35 91 9 0 265 
-2 37 29 34 91 9 0 314 
THE LOWER UNIT OF THE RED LAKE FALLS FORMATION--Continued 
Lithology of Very Coarse Sand Grains 
Grain Size Analysis Percentage of 
N Sample Percentage of Igneous Depth Number Location Elevation Sand Silt Clay Metamorphic C03 Shale Counts (in metres) 
2469-1 BJ:134,142,32 ,~so. 2 38 30 31 97 2 1 381 
-2 61 20 19 99 1 <1 539 
1859-Al CCll,144,43 349.7 38 46 16 100 0 0 250 .9 
-B2 43 50 6 59 40 1 33L~ 1.5 
1855-1 ABS, lli3, 43 353.7 32 47 20 65 35 0 391 .9 












THE V..ARCOUX FORMATION 
Grain Size Analysis 
Percentage of 
Sand Silt Clay 







































Grain Size Analysis }1 
Sample Percentage of Depth Number Location Elevation Sand Silt Clay (in metres) 
1802-1 AAC8,146,Lf5 290.5 31 39 30 • 2 -2 29 32 39 .2 
1812-1 D32,146,45 287.2 32 39 28 3.0 
1830-1 CDCl,144,45 304 • .1 38 41 22 • 9 -2 34 43 23 1.5 
1832-1 BBE9, 14l~) 45 287.8 56 Lfl 3 . 9 -2 23 74 2 1.5 
2479-1 CCS,142,45 285.0 57 32 /11 1.2 !-' 0 -2 11 63 '26 1.5 ..::-
1858-1 DC13, 14Lf, 44 341. S 47 34 19 .7 
1859-2 CCll,144,43 349.7 1 83 15 . 9 -Bl 2 61 36 1. 5 
18%-1 BBD6,144)42 365.9 0 78 22 • 9 -2 3 74 22 1. .5 
1836-1 DCS,144,41 375,0 0 85 15 -2 3 80 17 
2438-1 DC3, 14L;, 39 455.2 1 48 52. 1 ') . -







Grain Size Analysis 
Sample Percentage of 
Elevation Sand Silt Clay 
355.2 2 62 37 
442.1 1+6 5 










DRILLiiOLE LOGS AND DATA 
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DRILLHOLE LOGS AND DATA 
A truck-mounted auger was used to collect subsurface samples. 
The number of feet below the surfac.a from ·which the s,:1mple was taken 
is given on the left-hand column. The percentage of sand, silt, and 
clay in the matrix of the pebble-loam is given in the second column. 
The lithology of the very-coarse-sand grains was determined. The 
number of sand grains in each category was tabulated and then con-
verted to a percentage. "I/M, 11 11Carb. i," and 11 Shale11 indicate igneous. 
and metamorphic, carbonate, and shale very-coarse-sand grains (1 to 2 
mm size). The testhole number, location, surface elevation, depth of 
the hole, person or persons who d.escribed the samples. and the li tho-
stratigraphic units a.re given £or each site. All of the data given 
below is for pebble-loa.u. Harris (1975) has a data list for all 
samples taken in testholes N-1918, N-19171, N-1915, N-1916, N-2475, 
and N-2472. 1fue.re it is known the origin of the sedi."nent is given 
in the description. 
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N-1918 
Nif',i;SW\NW~ sec. 36, T. 142 N., R. 44 W. 
Elevation 1170 feet Total Depth 120 feet 
Section description by S. R. Moran, K. L. Harris, and D. K. Sackreiter 
Depth 
Feet Sand-Silt-Clay I/M - Carb.-Shale 
5 30 - 37 - 33 50 - 37 - 13 
10 34 - 36 - 30 50. - 38 - 11 
12 23 - 41 - 36 48 - 41 - 10 
20 49 - 29 - 22 51 - 27 - 22 
25 30 - 49 - 21 61 - 29 - 10 
Description 
Pebble-loam; silty. clayey; 
brown; from 0 to 15 feet; 
glacial sediment. 
Silt; sandy; greenish gray 
from 15 to 16 feet. 
Pebble-loam; sandy; silty; 
from 16 to 36 feet; glacial 
sediment. 
Gray sand at 36 feet. 
Lower Unit of the Red Lake Falls Formation 
35 40 - 35 - 20 70 - 28 - 1 
36 44 - 41 - 15 74 - 24 - 2 
40 17 - 58 - 15 69 - 28 - 4 
St. Hilaire Formation 
85 29 - 48 - 23 73 - 25 - 2 
90 30 - 34 - 36 47 - 28 - 24 
95 16 - 43 - 41 33 - 25 - 42 
100 25 - 36 - 39 32 - 21 - 47 
105 16 - 44 - 40 33 - 20 - 46 
110 28 - 33 - 39 36 - 26 - 31 
11S 26 - 33 - 41 34 - 14 - 24 
Unit 2 
120 38 - 36 - 26 66 - 26 - 8 
120 32 - 43 - 25 64 - 30 - 8 
Pebble-loam; sandy; from 36 
to 48 feet; glacial sediment. 
Sand; fine-grained; light 
gray; from l~8 to 53 feet. 
Silt; laminated; light gray; 
from 53 to 56 feet. 
Sand; gravelly; from 56 to 
62 feet. 
Sand; fine-grained; abundant; 
lignite below 65 feet; from 
62 to 68 feet, 
Silt; sandy; interbedded 
pebble-loam; from 68 to 74 
feet. 
Pebble-loam; silty; sandy; 
dark gray; abundant shale 
pebbles; lignite present; 
from 74 to 116 feet; glacial 
sediment. 
Pebble-loam; sandy; light 
gray; very hard; from 116 to 
120 feet; glacial sediment. 
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N-1917 
SW1z;SW1t;SE1.z;, sec. 6, T. 144 N., R. 41 W. 
Elevation 1225 feet Total depth 150 feet 
Section description by S. R. Moran, K. L. Harris, and D. K. Sackreiter 
Depth 
Feet Sand-Silt-Clax - Carb.-Shale 
Lower Unit of the Red Lake Falls Formation 
10 24 - 47 - 29 
St. Hilaire Formation 
33 26 - 39 - 35 
35 34 - 38 - 28 
40 27 - 41 - 32 
45 19 - 52 - 29 
50 29 - 40 - 31 
55 20 - 45 - 35 
60 23 - 67 - 10 
63 25 - 39 - 36 
65 57 - 29 - 14 
Marcoux.Formation 
83 32 - 38 - 30 
85 23 - 49 - 28 
90 34 43 23 
92 24 - 40 - 36 
100 57 - 16 - 27 
105 39 - 37 - 24 
138 46 - 25 - 29 
140 42 - 32 - 26 
142 23 - .50 - 27 
148 38 - 40 - 22 
58 - 41 - 1 
33 - 24 - 44 
44 - 31 - 25 
39 - 32 - 29 
50 - 24 - 26 
46 - 29 - 25 
45 - 34 - 21 
49 29 - 22 
46 - 32 - 22 
54 - 30 - 16 
62 24 - 14 
76 - 18 - 6 
86 - 12 - 2 
S2 - 17 - 1 
88 - 12 - 0 
87 12 - .1 
86 - 14 - 0 
89 - 11 - 0 
83 12 0 
86 - 14 - 0 
Pebble-loam; silty; from Oto 
15 feet; glacial sediment. 
Gravel; sandy; coarse-
grained; fine-grained; from 
15 to 30 feet. 
Pebble-loam; silty; abundant 
shale pebbles; gray; from 30 
to 76 feet; glacier sediment. 
Pebble-loam; silty; sandy; 
stony; light gray; from 76 
to 108 feet; glacial sedi-
me.nt. 
Silt; gray; from 108 
to 136 feet; lake sediment 
(?). 
Pebble-loam; sandy; stony; 




SH!z;S':v\SE\, sec. 12, T. llt6 N., R. 37 W. 
Elevation 1570 feet Total depth 155 feet 
Section description by S. R. Moran, K. L. Harris, and D. K. Sackreiter 
Depth 
Feet Sand-Silt-Clay I/H - Carb.-Shale Description 
Upper Unit of the Red Lake Falls Formation 
5 29 - 47 - 25 67 - 14 - 19 Pebble-loam; silty; brown; 
10 21 58 21 75 15 10 from 0 to 13 feet; glacial 
sediment. 
Sand; fine-grained; silty; 
yellow brotm; from 13 to 
18 feet. 
Lower Unit of the Red Lake. Falls Formation 
20 44 - 32 - 24 81 - 13 - 6 Pebble-loam; silty; yellow 
30 47 - 34 - 19 83 -· 17 - 0 brown; sandy zone 40 to 50 
35 32 - 53 - 15 88 - 12 - 0 feet; from 18 to 57 feet; 
45 52 - 38 - 10 86 - 14 - 0 glacial sediment. 
50 51 - 39 - 10 86 14 - 0 Pebble-loam; silty; sandy; 
55 53 - 34 - 13 82 - 18 - 0 gray; from 57 to 61 feet; 
60 47 - 41 - 12 86 - 14 - 0 glacial sediment. 
Sand; slightly gravelly; 
from 61 to 71 feet. 
11arcoux Formation 
75 59 - 23 - 18 88 - 12 - 0 Pebble-loam; sandy; yellm,1 
80 64 - 17 - 19 90 ·- 9 - 0 brown; from 71 to 84 feet; 
85 71 - 11 - 18 82 - 18 - 0 glacial sediment. 
87 50 - 32 - 13 88 - 11 - 1 Sand; gx-avelly; from 84 to 
90 57 - 31 - 12 89 11 - 0 85 feet. 
92 49 - 36 - 15 88 - 12 - 0 Pebble-loam; sandy; yellow 
95 59 - 16 - 15 87 - 13 - 0 brown, from 85 to 95 feet; 
129 64 - 25 - 11 90 - 10 - 0 glacial sediroent. 
130 62 - 17 - 21 87 -· 13 - 0 Sand; gray; from 95 to 102 
feet. 
Pebble-loam; sandy; gray; 
from 102 to 105 feet; .gla-
cial sediment, 
Sand; gray; from 105 to 128 
feet. 
Pebble-loam; from 128 to 









38 - 27 - 35 
36 - 29 - 35 
36 - 37 - 27 
71 - 28 - 1 
73 - 26 - 1 
72 - 27 - 1 
70 - 28 - 3 
68 29 3 
Pebble-loam; reddish brow.:1; 
carbonate, igneous, and meta-
morphic pebbles present; from 
about 132 to 155 feet; gla-
cial sediment. 
34 - 34 - 32 
34 - 33 33 
N-1916 
NW!i;SW~SW!,,;, sec. 28, T. 144 N., R, 37 W. 
Elevation 1720. feet Total depth 155 feet 
Section description by S. Rm Moran, K. L. Harris, and D. K. Sackreiter 
Depth 
in Feet Sand-Silt-C1:_~ I/M - Carb.-Shale Description 
Lower Unit of the Red Lake Falls Formation 
10 49 35 16 83 17 0 
15 51 - 30 19 83 17 0 
20 71+ 24 6 86 14 0 
25 50 - 24 - 26 85 - 15 - 0 
30 47 33 20 83 16 0 
40 54 - 29 - 17 86 - 14 - 0 
45 49 - 36 - 15 84 - 16 0 
50 39 44 17 83 17 0 
55 38 - 46 - 16 82 - 17 - 0 
65 49 - 36 - 15 78 - 22 - 0 
70 41 - 46 - 13 83 ·- 17 - 0 
Uni.t 2 
137 46 - 35 - 18 76 - 24 - 0 
144 39 - 29 - 32 65 - 35 - 0 
Unit 1 
150 14 - 48 - 38 52 - 47 - 1 
153 24 - 41 - 35 69 - 31 - 0 
155 14 - 50 - 36 61 - 39 - 1 
Pebble-loam; sandy; silty; 
abundant stones; from 0 to 
31 feet; glacial sediment. 
Sand; gravelly; from 31 to 
34 feet. 
P~bble-loam; sandy; silty; 
blue gray; wood a.t 45 feet; 
from 34 to 62 feet; glacial 
sediment. 
Silt; brown; from 62 to 63 
feet. 
Pebble-loam; sandy; silty; 
frown; from 63 to 73 feet; 
glacial sediment. 
Sand; coarse to nedium-
grained; gravelly 80 to 85 
feet; from 73 to 85 feet. 
Sand; medium to fine-g-:'.'ained; 
from 85 to 105 feet. 
Pebble-loam; from 105 to 106 
feet; glacial sediment. 
Gravel; sandy; from 106 to 
116 feet. 
Sand; gray; from 116 to 134 
feet. 
Pebble-loam; sandy; from 134 
to 148 feet; glacial sediment. 
Pebble-loam; silty; very hard; 
stony; greenish gray; fro:n 148 
to 155 feet; glacial sediment. 
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N-2475 
si;,;14SW1-'4~'w~, sec. 15, T. 142 N., R. 34 W. 
Elevation 1580 feet Total depth 28 feet 
Section description by K. L. Harris and D. K. Sackreiter 
Depth 
in Feet Sand-Silt-:-C,_:l._~ .-Sh.ale Des.crintion 

















87 - 13 -
90 -- 10 -





Pebble-loam; sandy; silty; 
yellow brown; from Oto 22 
feet; glacial sediment. 
Sand; gravel; very stony 
at 26 feet; stopped by 
cobbles at 28 feet. 
Ni.J\NE~NW~, sec. 11, T. 146 N., R. 31 W. 
Elevation 1350 feet Total depth 64 feet 
Section description by D. K. Sackre.iter 
Depth 
in Feet -~a!1d-Si1t_::-Clay I/M - Garb. -·Shale Description 
Uppe:( Unit of the Red Lake Falls Formation 
15 
18 
27 -- 40 - 34 
13 -- 66 - 21 
75 - 16 - 9 
63 -- 26 - 10 
Sand; gravel; from Oto 9 
feet. 
Pebble-loam; sandy; silty; 
shale pebbles present; from 
9 to 19 feet; glacial sedi-
ment. 
Silt; clayey; ligni.te frag-
ments; from 19 to 37 feet. 
Gravel; sandy; cobbles; 
from 37 tc 39 feet. 
Sand; medium to coarse-
grained; some lignite pre-
sent; from 39 to 64 feet. 
Lower Unit of the Red Lake Falls Formation 
64 25 - 59 - 16 86 - 12 - 1 Pebble-loam; silty; sandy; 




North Dakota State Highway Department, Project I-29-2 (2} Boring Number 3 
Elevation 896.5 feet Total depth 120.2 feet 
Section description by S. R. Moran, B. M. · Arndt, and D. K. Sack.reiter 
Depth 












40 - 43 - 17 
42 - 44 - 14 
29 - 27 - 44 
18 - 22 - 60 
66 - 32 - 1 
.56 - 42 - 1 
Description 
Loam; clay; from O to 8 feet; 
alluvium(?). 
Clay; some silt; obscurely 
laminated to laminated; pale 
yellow to brown; from 8 feet 
to 23.8 feet; laka sediment. 
Clay; obscurely laminated to 
laminated; massive; gray to 
brownish gray; from 23. 8 to 
74.1 feet; lake sediment. 
Pebble-loam; gray; shale and 
carbonate pebbles; from 74.1 
to about 83 feet; glacial 
sediment. 
Pebble-loam; gray; shale and 
carbonate pebbles; from about 
83 to 104.1 feet; glacial 
sediment. 
Pebble-loam; gray; silty; 
sandy; from 104.1 feet to 
the bottom; glacial sediment. 
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PANEL I LOWER UNIT OF THE RED LAKE FALLS 
FORMATION 
Percentage of very-coarse igneous and metamorphic sand 
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PANEL 2 UPPER UNIT OF THE RED LAKE FALLS 
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PANEL 3 SHERACK FORMATION 
Percentage of clay. 
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